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Future
by John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAI'

sn't it amazing how we keep
rediscovering truths we once
knew?
For example, in recent years,

many in the EA field de-emphasized
what were once seen as core services
to the organizational client. These EA
providers focused on serving self-
referred employees and family mem-
bers with ever-more-sophisticated
services. As they did so, however, they
found themselves moving ever more
deeply into a commodity marketplace.

Organizations, like people,

value most those solutions

that directly address their

most pressing problems.

Certainly, services to individual
employees and their families are of
value to organizations. The fact is,
however, that the downward pressure
on prices--and, therefore, on our
ability to deliver quality services—has
been relentless. We have not been able
to demonstrate or differentiate the
value of these employee services in
terms for which employers will pay
premium prices.

Why not? Perhaps we have lost
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sight of the fact that organizations,
like people, value most those solu-
tions that directly address their most
pressing problems. If we want Che
attention (and money) of organiza-
tional decision-makers, we must deliv-
er solutions to the organizational con-
cerns that keep them awake at night.

This is not a new insight. The ear-
liest EAPs focused directly on addres-
sing costly organizational concerns.
The original statement of the EAP
Core Technology included six core
functions, five of which addressed the
workplace directly. EAPA, meanwhile,
has long defined an employee assis-
tance program in part as a program
"designed to assist work organizations
in addressing productivity issues...".

Today, many EA professionals are
rediscovering the wisdom embodied
in this approach. In recognition of this
trend, we are focusing directly on EA
services to the organizational client in
this issue of the Journal.

Inside, you will find articles on a
company-wide anger management ini-

tiative, astress management program
driven by EAP participation on a com-
pany safety committee, and the chal-
lenges and rewards of applying the
"emotional intelligence" concept in the

workplace. We also look at human
resources risk management and how
organizational services round out the
"business case" for EAPs.

In addition to the focus articles,
this issue also includes a look at well-
ness programs, fitness-for-duty evalua-
tions, and the growing phenomenon
of underemployment. We hope you
will read the articles, talk about them
with your colleagues, and let us know

John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP

if we're on the right track in bringing

you the information you need.
And speaking of getting you the

information you need, the 2003 EAPA
Annual Conference is fast approach-
ing. If you haven't made your reserva-
tions to attend, I urge you to do so
now We're planning something spe-
cial this year, and you need to be
there. See you in New Orleans. ■
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Apples to Apples

congratulate the Journal of
Employee Assistance for featuring
several articles on pricing in the

3rd quarter issue. Pricing is often
talked about but rarely covered in any
depth in professional publications.

My firm has more than 17 years'
experience operating both fee-for-serv-
ice and capitated EAPs. I have also
studied programs provided by other
organizations, including so-called
"free" EAPs offered by hospitals and
insurers. The quality problems identi-
fied in the Journal articles can and do
occur irrespective of delivery model or
reimbursement methodology.

I submit that there is a relatively

simple solution to today's pricing cri-

sis: mandate complete, detailed, and
specific disclosures. This approach
would allow purchasers to make
"apples to apples" comparisons. The
following areas are in particular need
of full disclosure:

Ownership. Is an EAP owned by
licensed practitioners? Hospitals?
Insurers? Investors, payroll administra-
tors, or employee leasing firms?

Funding. Is an EAP funded or
supported by any sources beyond the
scheduled payments of clients? Is an
EAP receiving fees for selling ancillary
products or services?

Conflicts of interest. Are there
any direct or indirect organizational
self-referrals, insurance billings for
EAP cases, profit affiliations, or dis-
guised referral fees?

Phantom panels. Are advertised
providers and locations equally acces-
sible? Do the providers highlighted in
a request for proposal (RFP) actually
render most services, or are most (or
all) clients funneled to a few salaried
or subcapitated personnel?

Provider qualifications. Are the

professionals who directly and person-

ally render clinical services licensed,

insured, and credentialed? Does the

EAP provide clinical supervision of

lesser-qualified staff?
Number of visits. Are patients

receiving or accessing the advertised
number of visits? Do EAPs that adver-

tise "unlimited" sessions actually pro-
vide them? Does an EAP engage in
practices that limit visits (e.g., tele-
phone therapy, Internet-based services,
and referrals out of the EAP)?

Usage reports. Are utilization

data valid and reliable according to
usual statistical standards? In arriving

at "usage units," have face-to-face
counseling sessions been mixed with
telephone calls to the scheduling cen-

ter, informal contacts with the client
account, case management by adminis-
trative staff, program promotion activi-
ties, or Web site interactions?

EAPA members who become
aware of ethical breaches related to
disclosure should be encouraged to
address the problem with the other
EA professionals) involved. Failure to
resolve the problem should trigger a
reporting requirement (e.g., to licens-
ing boards). Eventually, plaintiffs'
attorneys may place additional pres-

sure on EAP firms to fully disclose.

In sum, only by adopting compre-

hensive disclosure policies will EAP

vendors accurately represent the pric-
ing bases of their programs. It is high

time to remove the "smoke and mir-

rors" atmosphere that currently per-

vades EAP pricing.

Leo H. Bradman, Psy.D.
Owner, UniPsych Corporation

Hollywood, Florida
UniPsych@ix. netcom. com

~ LAw Toll-Free 1.877.OMNIR.AW
LEGAL PLANS Inc 

SM www.omnilawlegalplans.com

Raising The Bar On
Legal &Financial Services
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Fitness-for-Duty and Risk Assessments
Employers and EAPs can help ensure the effectiveness offitness-for-duty and

risk evaluations by carefully selecting the examining doctor and providing him or
her with well-written referral questions.

mployees' psychological prob-
lems can result in unproductive
work behaviors, workplace acri-

mony, and even (on rare occasion)
death. Further, juries commonly award
multi-million-dollar judgments against
employers that do not take appropriate
action with respect to impaired or dan-
gerous employees. Consequently, it is "
imperative that employers and employee
assistance programs take reasonable
steps to maintain a safe environment
and protect workers from the sometimes
devastating impact of employees suffer-
ing from psychological difficulties.

Employers and EA professionals can
safeguard the workplace with psycho-
logical fitness-for-duty (FFD) evaluations
and risk assessments. FFD evaluations
can assess an employee's ability to cope
with problems such as depression, anxi-
ety, and conflicts with co-workers. Risk
assessments, meanwhile, can determine
if an employee, because of psychological
difficulties, might present a risk of self-
harm or danger to others.

These evaluations are distinct from
EAP mental health assessments, in
which an evaluating physician establish-
es adoctor-patient relationship with the
employee. A treating doctor, perhaps
working through an EAP, might pre-
scribe medications, perform psychother-
apy, or give an employee advice. In con-
trast, FFD exams and risk assessments

David Fisher is a
founder and president
of PsyBar LLC. He super-
vises psychiatric and
psychological fitness-for-
dutyand risk assess-
ments and lectures
frequently on this topic.

require the doctor to maintain a position
of neutrality and advocate neither for the -
employer nor the employee.

Doctors performing an FFD exam
or risk assessment typically use a variety
of specialized techniques to thoroughly
evaluate an employee's behavior within
the context of both the work and home
environments. This article describes
what employers and EA professionals
need to know about FFD exams and risk
assessments and discusses how they can
best take advantage of the information
these tools provide.

SELECTING A DOCTOR

When an employer or EA professional
needs an FFD evaluation or risk assess-
ment to be performed, one of the first
tasks is to select an examining psycholo-
gist or psychiatrist. The employee and
the examining doctor clearly should not
work for the same employer, as this
would create a conflict of interest for the
doctor. One resulting complication
might be that an attorney would have
little difficulty challenging the doctor's
opinion in court. For example, cross-
examination questions might include,
"Doctor, how does the jury know you
weren't promoted because you decided
that Mr. Smith couldn't work?" or "Isn't
it true, doctor, that your employer pres-
sured you to conclude that my client
was exaggerating his problems?"

EA professionals and employers
may also face questions about potential
conflicts of interest if they select the
examining doctors. This practice could
give rise to accusations of "hand picking"
doctors who write reports consistent
with the employer's or EAP's interests.
Making a third party responsible for

selecting the doctor protects both the
employer and the EAP.

The doctor who is selected should
have training in forensic (legal) psychol-
ogy or psychiatry. Forensically experi-
enced doctors conduct their evaluations
with considerable attention to documen-
tation, perform objective psychological

It is critical for the

employer or EA

professional to provide

well-written referral

questions to the

examining doctor.

testing, and are specially trained to
detect dishonesty. They also write their
reports in a manner designed to with-
stand scrutiny by courts and regulators.

A psychiatrist with an M.D. or D.O.
degree is often the ideal type of doctor to
hire for an FFD exam or risk assessment
if there is a suspected medical cause or
cure for a mental illness (bipolar disor-
ders and problems with concentration
caused by medication are two examples).
Psychologists with Ph.D. or Psy.D.
degrees are often chosen when special-
ized psychological testing is required or
when employees' environments need to
be examined in detail. If an employee
has trouble with his/her memory or con-
centration or experiences other problems
with thinking, a neuropsychologist (with
a Ph.D, or Psy.D. degree) maybe the
only professional with the requisite skills
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to conduct a competent assessment.
Many well-qualified psychiatrists

have been certified in forensic psychiatry
by the American Board of Medical
Specialties, and the American Board of
Professional Psychology often certifies
psychologists who have especially strong
skills. Employers typically prefer doctors
with specialty certifications specific to
the nature of the presenting problem
(such as substance abuse) when appro-
priate.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE DOCTOR

It is critical for the employer or EA pro-
fessional to provide well-written referral
questions to the examining doctor. Such
questions help the doctor discern and
address an employer's specific concerns
and discourage him/her from delving
into areas of less importance.

Consider the referral question,
"Does this person have psychological
problems that would interfere with
his/her job performance?" A doctor
answering this question might simply
respond "yes" or "no" and perhaps offer
a diagnosis but would not necessarily
provide helpful information about the
specific kinds of tasks the employee
could not perform. If, however, an EA
professional were to ask a doctor to
identify specific job duties an employee
is unable to complete because of psycho-
logical problems, the doctor likely would
provide a detailed response that focuses
on specific work-related behaviors.

Common topics of referral questions
to doctors include the following:
• Whether the employee presents an

increased risk (physical or otherwise)
to him herself or to other employees;

• The types) of harm that might befall
the employee or his/her co-workers;

• Measures the employer might consid-
er to reduce the likelihood of harm or
other work-related problems;

• Whether there are psychological limi-
tations that would make it impossible
for the employee to perform job
duties safely;

• Suggested treatment or educational
plans for the employee;

• The need (if any) for additional men-
tal health or medical assessments;

• Appropriate suggestions to manage

the employee or modify the employ-
ee's work environment;

• Whether there is a need for con-
tinuous or intermittent time off
from work (and the reason for
and duration of that leave); and

• Future employee behaviors that
might signal the need for further eval-
uation or intervention.
State and federal laws limit what

can be included in a mental health
FFD/risk assessment report. These
reports should not contain information
that is not essential to addressing
employers' concerns. For example, it is
rarely necessary for the evaluating doctor
to give the employer information about
diagnoses, medications, and personal
matters such as marital difficulties.
Including such sensitive information in
an employee's file can expose the
employer to considerable legal risk.
Some employees have filed lawsuits
claiming their employer unfairly termi-
nated them solely because of personal
information that was revealed in their
FFD examination report.

Many doctors, including some who
are relatively experienced in FFD/risk
assessments, are not accustomed to writ-
ing reports that exclude sensitive infor-
mation. Emphasize to the doctor that
you do not want any information that is
not necessary to answer your referral
questions, Specifically, state that you do
not want the report to contain confiden-
tial medical information such as psycho-
logical test scores, a description of psy-
chological difficulties, or a diagnosis.

TOOLS FOR PREDICTING VIOLENCE

There is a persistent myth that in just
one interview a psychologist or psychia-
trist, relying on many years of clinical
knowledge, can identify whether an
individual is likely to become violent.
In fact, there is little, if any, credible evi-
dence that experienced mental health
professionals are able to predict violence
using their clinical judgment alone.
Through proper use of a broad range of
assessment measures, a psychologist or
psychiatrist can better determine who is
at greatest risk for violent behavior.

More than 100 years of research has
demonstrated that objective psychologi-

cal testing can measure people's skills
and behavior and, in some cases, predict
their future behavior more accurately
than can the most skilled doctors. This
fact has been established with at least as
much confidence as any other finding in
the social sciences literature. Some of the
original research in this area dates to
turn-of-the-century psychologists who
pioneered the study of intelligence,

The doctor should

complete an analysis of

the specific demands

and stressors at the

workplace.

memory, and personality. More recently,
computers have made it possible to per-
form sophisticated data analyses on
objective test results from thousands of
people, thus greatly increasing our abili-
ty to scientifically measure and predict
behavior.

As objective psychological testing
has evolved, national psychiatric and
psychological assessment standards have
increasingly acknowledged the impor-
tance of considering objective psycholog-
ical testing when evaluating human
behavior. Courts, too, have begun to
stress the importance of an objective, sci-
entifically defensible assessment.
Consequently, it is best if the psycholo-
gist or psychiatrist relies in part on
objective psychological test results when
assessing fitness for duty or risk.

Examining doctors should also use
collateral interviews to gather additional
information about employees' long-term
behavior. These interviews typically are
discussions with spouses, supervisors,
and co-workers who have observed the
worker for extended periods. Because
past behavior is generally the best pre-
dictor of future actions, these collateral
sources often provide valuable informa-
tion. Furthermore, collateral interviews
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frequently help the doctor identify when

employees are not being truthful.

Of course, forensic doctors also

know that employees' surroundings
influence their behavior. When deter-
mining whether an employee is able to
perform the essential functions of his/her

job, the doctor should complete an
analysis of the specific demands and
stressors at the workplace.

Collateral interviews with supervi-
sors can yield valuable details about the
environment in which the employee is
expected to function. For example, they
can help identify other workers who are
harassing or intimidating the employee
or work tasks that are particularly stress-
ful. They can provide information about
the availability of break rooms, the
employer's flexibility in modifying job
duties, and details about other employ-
ees' reactions to similar job circum-
stances. They can reveal information
about an employee's anticipated level of
social support and potential work
accommodations and stressors at the
workplace that the doctor should con-
sider when making recommendations.

Whenever possible, evaluating doc-
tors should review prior medical records,
including medication history and previ-
ous diagnoses. Ideally, the employee will
assemble this information and deliver it
to the evaluating doctor before the
assessment occurs.

Employers have potentially helpful
information in employees' files, includ-
ingjob descriptions, job performance
ratings, histories of reprimands, and
other observations of employees' work
habits. Videotapes of an employee at
work and direct observations of an
employee's interactions with the doctor's
staff can also be useful.

Psychologists and psychiatrists
should follow formal, peer-reviewed
assessment protocols when assessing risk
and fitness for duty. These protocols
ensure that doctors are thorough on
every evaluation and employ each of the
assessment strategies described above.
Such formal protocols minimize the
risk of haphazard evaluation techniques
that miss important aspects relevant
to assessing employees' abilities and
risks. ■
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Underempioyme~t:
What EA Professionals Need to Knovu
As the "jobless recovery" proceeds, underemployment is becoming a fixture in
the workplace, and EAPs will need to help managers and employees cope.

elinda, a 1998 graduate of
a prestigious engineering
school, lost her well-paying

high-tech job a year and a half ago when
the company folded. She has been
unable to find work in her chosen field,
even at a reduced salary, and reluctantly
took a job as a sales associate with a
national retail chain.

Brian, a software engineer in his

mid-40s, was called into his manager's

office one recent morning and told that

his salary was being cut in half because

the company could no longer shoulder

that cost. With two teenagers on the

way to college, he has decided he needs

to find another job, but worries about
losing his benefits if he quits or is let go

before he has one in hand.

Charlie, along-time manager with

a consumer products manufacturer,

counts himself lucky that his job has not

been eliminated (yet), but resents the

fact that after the company flattened its

management structure, he now does the

same work he did 15 years ago. He feels

stuck, but does not believe he would

find another job if he decided to leave.

The common thread running
through these stories is "underemploy-

ment," aterm used to define situations

in which a worker is employed but not
in his/her desired capacity, whether in

terms of compensation, hours, or level
of skill and e~erience. The federal gov-

ernment does not compile statistics on

Beth Bloomfield is a certified executive coach
and management consultant and is principal of
Bloomfield Associates, LLC, in Annapolis,
Maryland. She writes and speaks frequently
about leadership and organizational life and is a
faculty member of the Georgetown University
Leadership Coaching program.

the number of Americans who are

underemployed, citing the difficulty of

developing an objective set of criteria,

but ABC News, in a report broadcast in

July, estimated it to be 4.6 million.

Recent studies by the Federal

Reserve Board and economic research

institutions indicate that while the econ-
omy maybe recovering from the reces-
sion, employment is not rebounding as

it did in previous recoveries. Many jobs

have been lost permanently, especially in

executives, the increase has been even

more dramatic.

BEHIND THE HEADLINES

Underemployed workers may first sur-

face in an employee assistance program

with financial concerns. They maybe

prudent with money but now find them-

selves using savings to pay current

expenses, or they may already have been

"overextended" and their new job situa-

tion pushed them over the brink.

Sometimes the problem may lie with a

EA professionals can respond to the symptoms

and underlying problems of underemployment on

two levels, the individual and the systemic.

industries that have been restructuring
to take advantage of large-scale invest-
ments in technology (mostly during the
1990s), the availability of cheaper labor
overseas, and new approaches to man-
agement that encourage leaner staffing.

A study by Rutgers University eco-
nomic researchers found that more than
one-third (35 percent) of workers who
regain employment after being laid off
take jobs that pay less (sometimes sub-
stantially less) than their previous jobs.
Seventy percent of those surveyed think

now is a bad time to find a quality job,
and younger workers are more pes-
simistic than older workers. According
to research by Right Management
Consultants of Philadelphia, it's taking
nearly twice as long to find a job today
than it did two years ago. For senior

worker's spouse who is underemployed
and putting pressure on your employee
to bring home more money and benefits.

Anger and frustration can also land
an employee in an EAP, though some-
times they empress themselves in subtle
ways, such as when an employee is
moody or uncommunicative. Anger can
go underground, as sabotage; the signs
may be missing deadlines, uncooperative
behavior in team settings, or conflicts
with peers on the job. Negativity flour-
ishes in these settings and can have a
strong ripple effect on workplace morale
and productivity.

"There's nothing clinically to diag-
nose in these cases," says Greg DeLapp,
who heads the EAP at Carpenter
Technology Corp. in Reading,
Pennsylvania. "They're just having a bad
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day—repeatedly."
Shame is another by-product of

underemployment, particularly in a soci-
ety where a person's identity is tied
closely to his or her work. "We define
ourselves so much by our jobs, we think
we must be defective as a person" if a
job is perceived as a step down, says Jan
Boxer, principal of Strategic Partners,
Inc., a Potomac, Maryland, consulting
and executive coaching firm. People who
are underemployed, she says, may live in
self-imposed isolation, with a sense of
shame at going "backwards."

individual and the systemic. Working
with individual employees, EAPs can
help develop coping strategies and a
plan to move forward that includes both
short- and long-term elements. The goal,
says Boxer, is to help the underemployed
see their current lives from a bigger per-
spective. "Can they 'see this as a blip on
the screen?" she asks. "If so, then you
can manage it from there, as a helper."

Business is booming for networking
and support groups to assist the unem-
ployed and underemployed, and EAPs
can make these resources available to

The bottom line, all agree, is that organizations need to

recommit themselves to building a loyal employee base.

Unrealistic and unfulfilled expecta-
tions can exacerbate these problems.
"You can have a large phenomenon, like
the tough economy, that we all under-
stand, but there's a difference between
intellectual understanding and emotion-
ally ̀ getting it'," says Jeff Christie, manag-
er of employee assistance for Halliburton
Corp. in Houston.

Far worse is the impact that under-
employment can have on substance
abuse, arixiety disorders, and depression,
the symptoms of which—fatigue, loss of
energy, sleep disruption, and changes in
eating habits, among others—EA profes-
sionals say they are noticing more often.
"I see middle-aged men coming in
scared, even crying," reports John Buck,
an EA professional with DOR, a
Minneapolis employee assistance and
organizational development firm. "They
need tools to deal with the anxiety."

Mental health experts say they
expect to see some "spiking" in under-
employed workers' use of medical
and mental health benefits, which
Halliburton's Christie calls a mixed
blessing. "You're glad they're using
these resources," he says, "but it's a
real red flag."

ENGAGING THE INDIVIDUAL

EA professionals can respond to the
symptoms and underlying problems of
underemployment on two levels, the

employees. Stress management pro-
grams, especially those that promote
exercise and movement, are a good
option for many people, while personal
financial management assistance can
help families cope with one of the pri-
mary causes of arixiety for employees.

Professional development opportu-
nities are another important way to
engage the underemployed, providing
people with valuable new skills and also
making them feel appreciated, bolstering
their self-confidence. Greg DeLapp goes
over past performance appraisals with
employees, trying to identify where they
can go to build their strengths. He fre-
quently asks them to write a perform-
ance objective to build specific experi-
ence that can be measured.

EA professionals can use this
approach to help employees find in-
house opportunities on cross-functional
teams or volunteer work that will
enhance their skills. You also can help
people retool themselves by going back
to school—not necessarily for another
degree, but to get back into a learning
situation or to take coursework in an
area they're trying to enter.

Boxer, an experienced career coun-
selor, says underemployed people may
have more leverage than they think,
Corporations are wary of hiring obvious-
ly overqualified workers, so if they do,

they clearly have work that needs to be

done. EA professionals can help broker a

win-win arrangement whereby the
employee agrees to stay for a specified

period of time in return for something of

value to him/her, such as training.

ENGAGING THE SYSTEM

There are also some things EA profes-
sionals can do to address the underem-

ployment issue across the board. First
and foremost, educate managers and
supervisors about underemployment,
train them to recognize symptoms of
potential problems, and inform them of
helpful resources, including the EAP.
Marie Franklin, director of Marriott's
Associate Assistance Program, says that
although experienced managers may
well be aware of resources available to
them, many younger ones aren't.

Next, consider working with your
human resources and training partners
to build the capabilities of managers to
engage and inspire their employees. For

e~cample, encourage supervisors to use
employee recognition techniques to help
underemployed workers better tolerate
their circumstances. Emphasize to
recruiters and hiring authorities the
importance of getting the best "fit" for
an employee in the first place to help
head off problems later.

You can also foster mentoring rela-
tionships, whether through an estab-
lished program or on a one-off basis.
While you may be referring individuals
to career counselors and coaches, con-
sider building your own expertise in
these areas to partner more effectively
with human resources and management.

The bottom line, all agree, is that
organizations need to recommit them-
selves to building a loyal employee base.
It's very costly to keep laying off workers
and then rehiring when the business
cycle is on the upswing.

EA professionals have an important
message to share with today's employers:
Think about the future, and communi-
cate about it openly and often with your

employees. Articulate what you want
from your people and help them set rea-
sonable expectations. Encourage them to
position themselves for the times ahead,
whether good or bad. ■
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The Definition and Core Practices
of Wellness

Wellness is a growing player in the integration movement, and EA professionals
need to understand the principles around which it is organized.

For much of the last 20 years, the Employ-
ee Assistance Professionals Association has
been examining the integration of employee
assistance with other services. In the late
1980s, an EAPA tash force focused on child
care and its relationship to EAP services;
the tash force later attained committee sta-
tus and began studying the juncture
between EAPs and the work family field.

In 2000, EAPA joined with the
Alliance for Worh/Life Progress (AWLP)
and the Employee Assistance Society of
North America (EASNA) to conduct a
three-phase research project to examine
various aspects of the "dance" between the
employee assistance and work family fields.
A national survey of EA and worh-life pro-
fessionals found that a "significant level" of
collaboration/integration was taking place
and that a "new breed" of professional had
emerged, one with expertise in both fields.

The second stage of the research proj-
ect, an international survey of EAP and
work-life vendors, made clear that wellness
is another player in the integration move-
ment. More than 80 percent of survey
respondents reported they provide health
and wellness services, and a similar per-
centage said they anticipate more demand
for wellness services in the next five years.
As a result of this finding, EAPA
approached Michael Mulvihill from Leade
Health, Inc., a vendor of wellness services,
to discuss the history of the wellness field
and its definitions and core concepts.
— Patricia Herlihy Ph.D., R. N.

Michael Mulvihill
is president of Leade
Health, Inc,, a vendor
of wellness services in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

question frequently asked by
allied professionals outside~the
health promotion and wellness

field is, What is wellness? It turns out to
be a good question. Before we can begin
to discuss the core practices of wellness
and future considerations, we must get a
clearer understanding of it.

Many people have what I call the
"brown bag" view of wellness, meaning
they see it as a series of "warm and
fuzzy" activities like lunch-and-learn
meetings, health fairs, and so on. While
these activities may indeed be included
in a health and wellness program, this
view of the field is decidedly limited.

Michael O'Donnell, publisher of the
American Journal of Health Promotion, has
defined health promotion as "the science
and art of helping people change their
lifestyle to move toward a state of opti-
mal health" (1989). While this definition
has stood the test of time, it doesn't cap-
ture the many emerging developments
within the wellness field today. Health
and wellness programs are becoming
more sophisticated, more specialized,
and more targeted to specific popula-
tions.

I would propose a more current def-
inition of wellness, health promotion,
and disease prevention, as follows:

"A set of organized activities and
systematic interventions, offered through
cprporations/worksites, managed care
organizations, and governmentaUcom-
munity agencies, whose primary purpos-
es are to provide health education, iden-
tify modifiable health risks, and influ-
ence health behavior changes."

BRIEF HISTORY
Just as early EAPs focused on occupa-

tional alcoholism, wellness programs
began in the 1970s as worksite-based
programs essentially centered upon fit-
ness centers and activities. One of the
first fitness-oriented books, Kenneth
Cooper's Aerobics, was a major influence
on the fitness movement. The body of
exercise science literature was growing
during this time, and exercise physiolo-
gists began prescribing daily doses of
exercise.

The fitness focus led to the spread
of corporate fitness centers. and then to
modern, state-of-the-art corporate fitness
facilities, which may now include occu-
pational and physical therapy along with
other rehabilitative and alternative serv-
ices. It is important to note, however,
that for the most part this trend remains
confined to Fortune 500 companies that
are able to commit the significant capital
resources needed for these centers.

Another major development
occurred when Erfurt and Foote (1983)
began conducting cardiovascular-orient-
ed blood pressure screenings in the auto
industry. They were also among the first
to coordinate wellness programs and
EAPs and illustrate the potential to save
on health care costs, especially when
effective follow-up programs are put in
place.

The U.S. government, through the
Department of Health and Human
Services, also has played a major role in
the spread of wellness and health pro-
motion programs through it series of
"Healthy People" reports. Current pro-
gram objectives (for 2010) include
increasing the proportion of worksites
that offer comprehensive programs to
encourage employees to participate in
employer-sponsored health promotion
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activities.
Together, these developments and

influences set the stage for today's cadre
of comprehensive health management
services, including fitness centers, health
screenings, health risk appraisals, educa-
tional activities, behavior change pro-
grams, and high-risk interventions. The
future is evolving into a sharper focus on
improving employee productivity, con-
taining health care costs, and integrating
and coordinating with other key employ-
ee benefits programs and initiatives.

CORE PRACTICES

At this point I would like to delineate
five core practices within the health and
wellness field, but first I would like to
make a couple of important caveats. As
with my definition of wellness, these
core practices represent my own (and
solely my own) attempt to segregate the
many practices of the wellness field—a
field that is very broad indeed—into dis-
tinct and comprehensible areas. Next,
while I periodically shall allude to the
concept of "best practices," I am not in
any way attempting to identify distinct
best practices, which O'Donnell (2000)
and others have done elsewhere.

In rough terms, my five core prac-
tices would be comparable to the EAP
Core Technology as defined by Roman
and Blum (1988). Erfurt, Foote, and
Heirich later used the core technology
concept in a manuscript, "The Core
Technology of ̀Megabrush'—Employee
Assistance and Wellness Program
Combined." But "megabrush" never
became popular with wellness profes-
sionals, nor does the health promotion
field use the "core technology" nomen-
clature, preferring instead to focus on
best practices, benchmarks, and success-
ful program characteristics. Iprefer the
term "core practices," which I find to be
more relevant and applicable to the
wellness field.

Core Practice Area I: Program mission
and managemendemployee support
For any health and wellness program to
be successful, there must be a strong
sense of aprevention-oriented mission at
the top and bottom of the organization.
Wellness vendors or service providers

that lack support from either the top or
the bottom (or both) will find them-
selves swimming upstream, and ulti-
mately will fail. Vendors will discover
that the organization will expect them to
"do it all" and will hold them account-
able for the program's failure, when in
fact the organization lacked a strong
sense of purpose and mission. This is

a plan that outlines the budget,. the pro-
grams to be offered in the coming year,
the promotional strategy, and timelines.
What I frequently find missing, however,
are more specific goals regarding partici-
pation targets, incentives to promote par-
ticipation, target audiences, and evalua-
tion criteria. When all these items are
put in place, it is much easier to measure

Just as high utilization is a major barometer of success

in the EAP and work-life fields9 widespread program

participation is the Holy Grail of achievement in health

and wellness.

not uncommon, especially where there is
an organizational champion who secured
initial funding but did not have adequate
organizational support.

The most successful companies and
organizations not only establish a strong
mission as a first order of business, they
also operationalize it through manage-
ment and employee involvement and
accountability. In companies of all sizes,
I've found that representational wellness
committees and key leadership can be
very effective in carrying the mission and
energy of a program. Ford Motor
Company, through its partnership with
the United Auto Workers, was one of the
early leaders in understanding the
importance of this strategy. Through the
Ford-UAW partnership, management
and labor have set up a strong support
system for the organization's health and
wellness program.

Core Practice Area II:
Strategic planning
In one sense, you could describe this
practice area as the "road map" to fulfill-
ing the organizational mission and devel-
oping awellness-oriented culture. I have
found that an annual plan that delineates
programs to be offered, timelines, re-
sponsibilities, participation expectations,
and evaluation strategies paves the way
for a successful program. Too often,
unsuccessful wellness efforts begin with
the lack of a good plan.

For example, it's fairly easy to set up

program effectiveness and provide upper
management (or the purchaser) with lev-
els and channels of accountability neces-
sary to sustain the program.

When developing a strategic plan,
pay special attention to setting expecta-
tions for management and employee/
member program participation (both
spoken and unspoken). Just as high uti-
lization is a major barometer of success
in the EAP and work-life fields, wide-
spread program participation is the
Holy Grail of achievement in health
and wellness.

Core Practice Area III: Health screen-
ing and risk stratification
Without question, cardiovascular health
screenings and, specifically, health risk
appraisals have long been the bedrock of
wellness and health promotion pro-
grams. Ahealth screening is a preventive
procedure for the identification of risk
factors and early detection of chronic
conditions, including high blood pres-
sure, high cholesterol, diabetes, and
prostate cancer. A health risk appraisal
(HRA) is a diagnostic tool and is used to
calculate an individual's overall likeli-
hood of future health problems.

HRAs were developed in the early
1970s, evolving from a prospective med-
icine approach to promoting individual
health and disease prevention. An HRA
may incorporate many of the results of
the health screening into a methodology
for assessing and stratifying an inclivid-
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ual's risk. Once that risk is stratified,
behavioral health interventions can be
recommended and tailored to the indi-
vidual.

Used correctly, the HRA can not
only help plan individual interventions
but also serve as a powerful tool for con-
ducting program and population plan-
ning based on the aggregate results of
employee or health plan groups.
Without careful planning, appropriate
counseling and follow-up, and targeted
interventions, an HRA will have little
impact on health and wellness.

Core Practice Area IV: Risk-related
health management interventions
It is generally accepted that a model
wellness and health promotion program
stratifies a given population into high
and low risks, then offers appropriate
interventions. Research directed by Dee
Edington (1996) at the University of
Michigan Health Management Center
has shown the importance of addressing
the health risks of individuals. Lowering
the risk of high-risk individuals has con-
sistently demonstrated a decrease in
medical costs, while maintaining a low
risk status has obvious disease preven-
tion results.

Interventions for low-risk individu-
als include a variety of "demand man-
agement" strategies like newsletters, edu-
cational seminars, Web resources, and
24-hour telephonic nurse lines.
Examples of high-risk interventions
include smoking cessation, weight man-
agement and stress management pro-
grams, fitness prescriptions, and exercise
programs. Further along the health con-
tinuum, disease management (DM) pro-
grams focus on high-risk individuals
who have already entered the disease
process and need assistance managing
conditions such as diabetes, depression,
cardiovascular disease, congestive heart
failure, asthma, arthritis, and so on.

Clearly, the field of health and well-
ness is very broad in scope. I have only
touched on examples of programs and
interventions, but there is also the grow-
ing field of alternative medicine and the
many different delivery methodologies,
such as face-to-face or group meetings,
telephone services, mailings and printed

materials, and a variety of Web-based
applications.

Core Practice Area V:
Evaluation and metrics
As indicated earlier, a solid strategic plan
includes a carefully developed evaluation
strategy incorporating specific metrics.
This is particularly necessary in today's
economic environment, when very few
sponsors, funders, or purchasers will
continue supporting a program that does
not document outcomes and results.

Many wellness program managers
are intimidated by the prospect of deyel-
oping an evaluation strategy, thinking it
implies conducting studies with control
groups and so on. I have found there are
a variety of simple measurements one
can take to document results:
• Program participation. Set realistic

participation targets and then see how

To maintain confidentiality, aggre-
gate all of these measurements into an
outcomes report for groups of participat-
ing individuals. Finally, while I have
indicated that evaluation should not nec-
essarily be viewed as a strictly scientific
task, it's extremely important to maintain
what I call "data integrity," meaning you
should make clear what metric you're
using and how your measurements are
calculated.

THE FUTURE OF WELLNESS

If nothing else, the process of defining
wellness and delineating its core prac-
tices should illustrate the complexity and
variety of approaches within the health
and wellness field. Most observers gener-
ally agree that the primary objectives of
an effective wellness program are to pre-
vent disease, decrease health risks, and
contain rising health care costs. More

Perhaps one of the most exciting developments in

the health and wellness field is the migration toward

integration and coordination with other employee

benefit venues.

well you've done. If people are not
participating, your program will have
no impact.
Participant satisfaction. Measure
pre- and post-program satisfaction on
a five-point scale and summarize pos-
itive and negative comments. Every
sponsor of a health and wellness pro-
gram wants to know how highly
users and participants regard it.
Perceived health status. Using a
five-point scale, measure an individ-
ual's perception of his/her health sta-
tus before and after program partici-
pation. Research has shown that an
individual's assessment of his/her own
health status is a reliable predictor of
future health.
Specific health outcomes. If you're
providing behavior change programs
like smoking cessation or weight
management, measure the impact of
the program specific to its focus (e.g.,
smoking quit rates or weight loss),

importantly, health promotion and well-
ness programs, when conducted proper-
ly, represent a set of powerful tools and
interventions for individuals, employers,
and health care organizations.

Perhaps one of the most exciting
developments in the health and wellness
field is the migration toward integration
and coordination with other employee
benefit venues. From the wellness per-
spective, several national organizations
are leading the way in these efforts,
including the Institute for Health and
Productivity Management (IHPM) and
the Health Enhancement Research
Organization (HERO). In the early
going, there is agreement that in order to
be successful in our integrative efforts,
much work remains in understanding
the richness of each field (employee
assistance, work-life, and wellness) along
with the many challenges associated
with true integration. ■
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E A P SERVICES T O THE ORGANIZATIONAL C L I E N T

lZ.educing the Risk of Workplace Violence
By developing an anger management program, an EAP helped its

organizational client prevent future incidents of workplace violence and
heal the emotional scars of previous incidents.

ncidents of workplace violence
have increased dramatically in
the past several years, and
reducing their number and

impact and ensuring the safety of co-
workers have become primary concerns
for businesses today. The Justice
Department reports that nearly 400,000
aggravated assaults, 51,000 rapes and
sexual assaults, 84,000 robberies, and
more than 1,000 homicides occur in
U.S. workplaces each year. The aggres-
sion continuum begins with verbal agi-
tation and works its way through verbal
hostility and threats to physical threats
and ultimately physical violence.

Meanwhile, the costs of workplace
violence to American companies are esti-
mated to be $5 billion a year. These
costs are the result of lost productivity,
absenteeism, depression, ar~tiety, and
stress experienced by employees work-
ing in what they perceive to be unsafe
environments. The mere threat of vio-
lence can temporarily prevent an indi-
vidual from functioning at a normal
level in his/her job.

These statistics illustrate clearly the
need for an employer to have a work-
place violence policy in place and mar-
ket resources that can help managers
and employees recognize warning signs
of potential at-risk behavior. This need is
greater than ever today, as businesses ask
employees to work longer hours in clos-

Susan Phelps works for Horizon Behavioral
Services in Winter Park, Florida, and serves as
EAP coordinator in an integrated program. She
has been in the mental health/EAP field for the
past 14 years and is president of the Central
Florida Chapter of EAPA. Susan is working
toward a master's degree in human resource
management at Rollins College,
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er quarters and to "do more with less."
With employees sitting close to one
another in cubicles, there is no "escape,"
or refuge, for stressed or agitated work-
ers. Other organizational causes of work-
place violence include poor communica-
tion and leadership, a disrespectful work
culture, fractious labor-management
relations, unpunished and even con-
doned harassment, and non-existent
wellness programs.

Additionally, with employees work-
ing extended hours, there is inevitably
an imbalance in their work-life continu-
um. An increase in work hours leads to
a decrease in energy, which tends to
depress a person's coping ability. When
coping ability is compromised, the
capacity to manage emotions, frustra-
tions, and stress are negatively affected.

Anger is one of these emotions. It is
one of the first emotions human beings
experience, and usually the last one they
learn to manage effectively. Anger can be
defined as a "physical state of readiness,"
and to be angry is to be ready to act.
Interestingly, anger does not have to be a
negative emotion, but society and the
media portray anger as an unacceptable
emotion and relate it to negative situa-
tions, including violence.

TARGETING PERSONALITY CONFLICTS
According to Dr. Hy Bloom of
Workplace Calm, Inc., workplace vio-
lence is "any actual or attempted physi-
cal or non-physical act or conduct that
induces fear or causes concern about
physical safety and/or psychological
well-being in the worker." Non-physical
acts of workplace violence include
harassment, intimidation or threats of
violence, and verbal, emotional, or psy-

chological abuse.
Domestic violence can become

"workplace violence, especially for
women. In fact, more women die in the
workplace at the hands of spouses or
boyfriends (current or past) than from
any other cause. If victims of domestic
violence change their home address to
avoid danger, it puts them at greater risk
while at work.

Contrary to popular belief, there is
no absolute or recognized profile of a
perpetrator of workplace violence. There
are no recognized parameters—socially,
economically, or in terms of position
within acompany—for perpetrators of
workplace violence. Emerging profiles of
a perpetrator may include the following
characteristics:
• Has said s/he intends to commit vio-

lence against someone;
• Is on a real or imaginary layoff list;
• Has a history of filing or voicing

grievances;
• Is a disgruntled employee;
• Is overly defensive;
• Has a history of violent behavior;
• Tends to be a loner;
• Purposely intimidates others;
• Is undergoing a very stressful situa-

tion (especially at work);
• Does not belong to management;
• Possesses aself-image that is crucially

linked to his/her job;
• Is someone whose work performance

has changed; or
• May have psychological problems.

Interestingly, there is a weak rela-
tionship between workplace violence
and mental illness. Instead, the number-
one cause of violent incidents at work is
personality conflicts. People with per-
sonality problems have poor coping
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skills and thus tend to manage their
emotions inappropriately.

How can a company teach its
employees to recognize personality con-
flicts and other warning signs of work-
place violence and prevent violent inci-
dents from occurring? The organization
for which I provide EA services
approached me to help answer this
question. Together with personnel from
the security and human resources
departments and representatives from
management, EAP staff formulated and
implemented a workplace violence poli-
cy that mandated management training.
We also designed workplace violence
initiatives that concentrated on interven-
tion and conducted "brown bag lunch"
presentations for all work units in the
company. In addition, we taught one-
hour classes on anger management, deal-
ing with difficult people, stress manage-
ment, and creating and maintaining
work-life balance.

Various marketing strategies were
employed to promote the different
resources available to employees, includ-
ing the EAP. Overviews of EAP services
were scheduled for all work areas, not
only for management teams but line
employees as well. Flyers, pamphlets,
and posters were placed in break rooms
and the company cafeteria reminding
employees that there was "somewhere to
turn" if they suspected the potential for
violence.

IDENTIFYING PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

Part of the management training focused
on teaching how to effectively observe
and document at-risk behavior and
intervene early to avoid possible violent
acts. Because past behavior is a good
prediceor of future behavior, it was nec-
essary for managers to recognize com-
mon risk factors and respond according-
ly to avoid escalating aggressive behavior
by the employee. "Responding" meant
providing a concrete consequence for the
inappropriate behavior.

EAP staff wanted to develop an
intervention that would provide assis-
tance to an employee who behaved inap-
propriately but did not meet the criteria
for termination. The result was the cre-
ation of the anger management program.

After considerable planning and curricu-
lum preparation, the EAP presented the
proposal to the human resources depart-
ment. Human resources agreed to use
the program, but clearly established that
it would be separate from any discipli-
nary action that was taken.

The identification of a potential
anger management program participant
is a formal process. First, EAP staff must
decide whether the behavior fits the cri-

educational.
After an employee enters the anger

management program, the following
events occur:

(1) A meeting is held with the
employee and representatives of the
union, human resources, management,
and the EAP to discuss the behavior,
referral, and program requirements.

(2) The employee is required to
attend a minimum of eight anger man-

Anger management classes are not
considered treatment and thus not viewed
as a recommendation of the EAP; instead,
the referral comes
the classes

from the company and
are considered educational.

teria for afitness-for-duty evaluation.
This decision is based on information
and statements presented to the EAP
by management and human resources.
Once the need for afitness-for-duty eval-
uation is ruled out, the process proceeds
to the next step.

At this point, management, human
resources, and EAP staff gather to review
past behavior and discern whether
attempts have been made previously to
extinguish the behavior from the work-
place. It is necessary for management to
show that a pattern of behavior has been
established, disciplinary interventions
have taken place (and been unsuccess-
ful), and an informal referral to the EAP
has occurred.

After confirming all this and estab-
lishing that the behavior is continuing,
the mandatory referral to the anger man-
agement program can happen. It is
extremely important to reiterate that
even though the referral is mandatory—
and, thus, a condition of employment—
it is separate from any disciplinary
action. Anger management classes are
not considered treatment and thus not
viewed as a recommendation of the EAP;
instead, the referral comes from the
company and the classes are considered

agement classes, consisting of six consec-
utive weeks of classes and two months
of "aftercare."

(3) The EAP communicates with .
human resources and management
throughout the program to discuss the
employee's progress.

(4) Three-, six -, and nine-month
telephone follow-ups are conducted with
the employee after successful completion
of the program to assess continued use
of new skills learned.

The anger management classes use a
group setting because it offers a safe
environment, which helps demystify
anger. The first class concentrates on
anger awareness. An anger management
assessment is completed and definitions
of anger and personal styles are dis-
cussed. The second class focuses on the
cognitive aspects of anger, with discus-
sions about activating events, thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors. This theme con-
tinues in the third session, as the group
members complete a "belief inventory"
and explore styles of family anger and
the physical factors of anger.

In the fourth class, the focus turns
to identifying negative egressions of
anger, aggressiveness, and passive-
aggressiveness and ineffective coping
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skills that the employees have used to
control these emotions and behaviors.
The fifth session looks at communica-
tions issues, including the characteristics
of poor communication and how to
communicate effectively. The sixth class
concentrates on dealing with difficult
people. Program participants define "dif-
ficult" and learn to recognize the types of
people with whom they are most fre-
quently in conflict.

The seventh and eighth sessions are
designed as review periods. Group mem-
bers are given the opportunity to prac-
tice, for 30 and 60 days, respectively, the
new tools and techniques they learned in
the previous six classes. They then come
back to the group and report changes
they have noticed in themselves and
especially whether they are now more
capable of working and interacting posi-
tively with others.

Homework assignments are given
after each class, and weekly goals are
established. A "final exam" is given prior
to completion of the program. The com-
pany allows the EAP to determine
whether to extend the length of a partic-
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ular employee's program.
An important aspect of the program

is to assist participants' current and for-
mer co-workers with debriefing previous
acts of aggression. Many employees who
are referred to the program have a long
trail of transfers in their records due to
management not appropriately interven-
ing and instead "Bing" the problem by
transferring them to other areas. This
means of resolution reinforces an
employee's refusal to take responsibility
for his/her behavior.

Referrals to the anger management
program are not considered to be as
serious as fitness-for-duty referrals. The
two can be distinguished by the fact that
the latter stems from a more severe,
potentially life-threatening, and often
acute workplace situation/ behavior that
results in the need Eor an immediate
psychiatric evaluation and intervention.
An anger management referral is based
on less severe (but chronic) "acting out"
behavior in the workplace. The behavior
is disruptive and has affected the
employee's performance, but it does
not meet the psychiatric criteria neces-
sary to trigger afitness-for-duty referral.

SERVING THE LARGER INTEREST

The anger management program works

because it places responsibility on

employees and holds them accountable

for their behavior. Permission to be

angry is granted, and tools to manage

the emotion are taught. The classes are

experiential, with active participation a

must for compliance. The program is

designed to be repetitive in nature, with

simple teaching and learning techniques.

Classes are based on the idea that the

group will not change a participant's per-

sonality but teach him/her appropriate

coping skills to manage anger effectively.

By salvaging employees' careers and

providing them with tools for use in all

aspects of life, the anger management

program also serves the larger organiza-

tional interest of avoiding workplace vio-

lence incidents and the resulting drops

in productivity and morale. EAPs are

well situated to help work organizations

prevent workplace violence rather than

merely respond to it. ■
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Human Resources 1Zisl~.
Maria ement and EAP Servicesg

EA.PS can be valuable partners in helping control and monitor
organizational efforts to reduce human capital risks.

ost of the risks
involved with many
businesses are related
to people and human

resources (HR). As more business lead-
ers recognize this, "HR risk manage-
ment" is a concept that will become an
integral part of the process of overall
business risk management.

Business risk management tradi-
tionally has not focused on people,
although people are at the core of man-
aging any endeavor. Instead, business
risk management focuses on such things
as policies, procedures, planning, and
bottom line results of business activities.
12isk managers, however, are becoming
increasingly aware of "people issues,"
particularly as they relate to change:

By integrating the disciplines of
human resources and business risk man-
agement, HR risk management can opti-
mize productivity and contribute posi-
tively to the bottom line of any organiza-
tion. Working together, business risk
managers and HR executives can create
a very effective approach to change that
minimizes harm to the organization and
revitalizes the workplace.

Under the HR risk management
concept, HR professionals will adopt the

Bob Smith is director of
professional services for
IPS Worldwide, a private-
lyowned multinational
company specialising in
human resources risk
management and health
services with core com-
petencies in employee
assistance, training, con-

sulting, and technology. IPS Worldwide offers
services to hundreds of organizations in more
than 60 countries.

www. eap-association,org

by Bob s~~th

techniques of risk managers and hold
themselves responsible for managing~the
value of human capital assets within
their organizations. The questions they
should seek to address are along the
lines of the following:
• Does our board communicate clear

objectives to staff?
• Do we support the business objec-

tives and risk managemendinternal
control system by creating an appro-
priate culture, code of conduct, set of
human resources policies, and per-
formance reward system?

• Do our own people and our external
providers have the knowledge, skills,
and tools to support the achievement
of company objectives?

• Is our management committed to fos-
tering trust and integrity?

• In our international operations, are
we taking advantage of and dealing
with implications of local cultures?
Even if HR professionals can show

they have developed internal role clarity
and accountability, who is likely to take
responsibility for the implementation of
risk management processes? Essentially,
much of this will fall to HR departments.
The traditional role of compliance will
become one of creating a critical junc-
tion between effective risk management
and greater organizational value. This
can only be achieved if HR departments
develop a coherent and persuasive
approach to risk management.

Likewise, EAP/work-life/health pro-
motion companies must become more
sophisticated in understanding the role
they play in human resources risk man-
agement. We as service providers must
develop a clear sense of how to utilize
the generic risk management process

within the sphere of HR management.

OVERALL BUSINESS CONTEXT
What is good HR risk management? It
is important to take a broader view of
human resources than simply hiring and
firing workers, setting salary levels, and
administering benefits. Human resources
should consider the operational per-
formance of people in the work environ-
ment and all dimensions of how people
link to their jobs and to their work
organizations.

First, there needs to be a process for
reviewing risks on a broad enough basis
to capture all key risk areas and rank
them in terms of priority (i.e., to assess
the risks for severity/impact and fre-
quency/volatility). This applies to HR
risk as much as to financial, general
business, or strategic risks..

It is often hard to assess HR risks
accurately because they need to be con-'
sidered within their overall business
context. For instance, we routinely pre-
sume that labor turnover is "bad" and
consider it a high-risk area. But whether
turnover is "good" or "bad" in risk terms
depends on who is leaving and joining
and what is driving the situation.

To take one example, the benefits to
technology organizations of rapid staff
turnover are cost and structural flexib~li-
ty and access to new ideas, knowledge,
and skills. Meanwhile, some work
organizations that demonstrate consis-
tently law or stable rates of labor
turnover experience significant, rapid
changes in either their profitability or
share price. The potential risks of labor
turnover, therefore, are critically depend-
ent on context.

What is the process of HR risk man-
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agement? It consists of two broad cate-
gories of activities: risk assessment and
risk control. Risk assessment comprises
risk identification, risk analysis, and risk
prioritization. These might involve the
following:
• Key performance indicators (KPIs);
• Checklists;
• Project or divisional reporting;
• Corrective action processes from

quality systems; and/or
• Comparisons with historical or finan-

cial data.
Risk identification may reveal not

only risks that stem from people or
events, but also risks posed by specific
needs that are not being addressed. For
example, a financial manager may identi-
fy aslow but steady drop in productivity.
He/she makes management aware of the
situation, and management is motivated
to address it. An HR manager will then
define the risk in terms of the human
element—perhaps the line manager is
not communicating effectively with staff,
or perhaps workers feel their concerns
are not being heeded.

Risk analysis looks at decision-mak-
ing processes, cost control and manage-
ment, schedule reviews, product return
rates, and product and service reliability
and uses statistical or other formal tech-
niques and models to quantify the risks.
In risk prioritization, the significance of
each risk is placed into the overall con-
text of the business and the exposures
are examined.

MAKING THE BUSINESS CASE
Having identified risks and quantified
and prioritized them, the risk manage-
ment process is now about controlling
mitigating the risks. Risk control consists
of planning, resolving issues, and contin-
uous monitoring.

This is precisely an entry point for
EAPs and work-life programs. As part-
ners with our client companies, we can
offer valuable resources to HR executives
during the risk control stage. Through
risk control initiatives such as employee
surveys, team building exercises, and
ongoing 360-degree multi-raters, we can
help HR executives monitor the success
of their efforts. Results can be tracked
and benchmarks can be established as

each goal is achieved.
The challenges to be faced from our

perspective as service providers in this
environment include bridging the short
term with the long term, the operational
with the strategic. It is necessary to carry
top management with us, and increas-
ingly our clients need to present a busi-
ness case to justify their investment in
us. The discipline required to do this
professionally is one of the biggest tasks
facing the EAP/work-life industry.

How can we make the business
case? Business risk managers will be
entirely conversant with the concept of
return on investment (ROI). We know
from experience that ROI usually is not
the driver in selling EAPs or work-life
programs to organizations, but it will be
useful in valuing the contribution of
such services from an overall risk man-
agement perspective. As soon as the
phrase "business case" is mentioned,
finance departments embark on some
form of ROI calculation.

There can be important differences
in the definition of the elements in the
ROI equation for different applications,
which can lead to wrong decisions when
comparing ROI absolute values across
organizations, industry sectors, and cul-
tures. In order to derive a good outcome
from ROI calculations, the "earnings," or
benefits, need to be large compared with
the "outlays," or costs. In the absence of
clearly articulated or quantifiable bene-
fits, client organizations must logically
seek to drive down costs.

On the benefit side, the strategic
benefits of HR risk management amount
to developing the following:
• The ability to anticipate change;
• The resilience to cope with the pace

and complexity of change; and
• The capacity to generate innovative

and alternative solutions to take
advantage of opportunities and meet ,
changing market conditions.
With respect to the short-term oper-

ational side, an organization should seek
higher efficiency, productivity, and quali-
ty and lower turnover, especially of so-
called "knowledge workers." Costs,
meanwhile, are influenced strongly by
the context, nature, and current status of

the company and its business strategy.
The biggest cost investment in adopting
the HR risk management framework will
have to be made in human capacity
building, management knowledge, lead-
ership, and measures directed at chang-
ing work ethics, the work culture, and
the work environment.

It needs to be clarified that our
client organizations do not need to make
huge investments to achieve these bene-
fits. As part of an overall HR strategy, an
EAP or work-life program can be defined
in terms of cents per head per month.
Cost savings can be identified that
accrue over time and eventually can be
recognized in tangible ways. These sav-
ings might be things like a 20 percent
improvement in efficiency, improved
reporting and scheduling, or greater
knowledge about workplace "hot spots,"
trends, or issues of conflict. These can
lead to targeted expenditures on prob-
lems, thereby reducing waste.

With apre-program baseline using
business costs, surveys, and industry
benchmarks and a monitoring system to
record progress, a compelling argument
can be made to management that our
services add value. Beyond reports that
are generated by service activity, such as
client utilization/engagement rates, EAPs
and work-life programs can use basic
financial information from their client
organizations to add another dimension
to reporting that would carry more
weight with business executives. Indeed,
HR risk management for companies
must presume integrated information
across the entire enterprise, which means
a foundation of communication for
strategic and proactive actions, policy
making, and collaboration to improve
company-wide performance in a cost-
effective manner.

In conclusion, organizations will
become increasingly sophisticated in
their approach to people in the work-
place and adopt formal methodologies
and processes to manage their risks.
Many of these can be introduced,
coordinated, and supported with our
participation, but we have to be at the
same level of organizational maturity
to be a good strategic partner. ■
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Completing the Business Case
for EAPs

Research on EAP organizational services shows they save money and create
opportunities to participate in management initiatives and strategic planning.

by Mczv~k Attridge, Ph.D., M.A., Torn Amaral, Ph.D., and Mrxrk Hyde, M.A.

rganizational services
have long been a key part
of employee assistance
programs, yet they have

often been overshadowed by a greater
emphasis on clinical assessment and
referral services for the individual
employee. The time is now ripe for the
EA field to rediscover the significant role
that organizational services play in
establishing the unique value of EAPs.

We argue that organizational servic-
es are an untapped resource for making
the business case for EAPs. In this arti-
cle, we offer a general conceptual model
of the business case for EAPs, focus on
the role of organizational services in this
model, and review the available research
evidence that supports the model. We
also present a case study of how organi-
zational services have positioned one
EAP as critical to the success of the
organization it serves.

WNY MAKE A BUSINESS CASE?
It is important for EAP providers to
measure and report on their services and
state how they contribute to the busi-
ness goals and objectives of the program
purchaser/sponsor. Whether the EAP is
an internal program that needs to

Mark Attridge is a principal in the area of
research and analysis for Optum, a health and
well-being company located in Minnesota. He
can be reached bye-mail at mattridgC~?uhc. com,

Mark Hyde is director of the EAP for the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. He can be
reached by e-mail at hyde.markQmayo.edu.

Tom Amaral is president and chief executive
of EAP Technology Systems Inc., an international
consulting firm specializing in data-based
evaluation and quality Improvement of EAPs.
He can be reached by e-mail at
tamaralQeaptechnology com,

defend its budget or an external program
that must show it returns more in sa~y-
ings than its services cost, it must speak

the language of business and demon-
strate that it delivers value and is worth
the cost to the organization. This is espe-
cially true in today's slumping economy,
when companies are even more prone to
question if they are receiving a positive
return on their investment in an EAP.

In a previous arti-
cle, ageneral conceptu-
al model was described
that defined the busi-
ness case for EAPs as
having five levels of
value (Attridge 2001).
According to this
model, EAPs should
strive to document
their value to the com-

FIGURE 1

pany through client- 
Heathspecific activity that (1)

establishes the need for C l a i m s
EAP services, (2) pro-

files the use of the EAP,

(3) measures the out-

comes from users of the program, (4)

translates these outcomes into business
dollar value, and (5) connects the EAP

to the "big picture" of the organization's
interest in managing rislz and creating a
healthy workforce.

More recently, this model has been

extended to specify the major kinds of

outcomes from EAP services (Attridge

2002). This approach groups business

value into three major kinds of out-

comes (Figure 1). The first outcomes

area is health claims, the second is
human capital, and the third is organiza-
tional.

EAPs can help reduce overall med-

ical health care claims, workers' com-
pensation, and disability costs through
the proper assessment and referral of
high-risk employees to effective behav-
ioral health and substance abuse pro-
grams. In the human capital area of
costs, EAPs can help improve employee
performance through reduced absen-
teeism, greater productivity, fewer acci-
dents, and less turnover among troubled

Organizational

Human
Capital

employees. These kinds of "hard dollar"
savings in claims and human capital
costs have been demonstrated in numer-
ous studies (Attridge 2003; Blum and
Roman 1995).

However, not all EAP activity is
equally effective at producing claims and
workplace cost savings; rather, the serv-
ices that comprise the EAP Core
Technology yield the most impact per
EAP case (Attridge and Amara12002).
For example, employees with mental
health or substance abuse problems tend
to have greater levels of work impair-
ment and thus present greater opportu-
nities for clinical improvement and the
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associated higher-level outcomes than do
EAP clients with less severe clinical
issues or those with educational or infor-
mational needs.

Both the claims and human capital
outcome areas are derived largely from
employees who use the EAP on an indi-
vidual basis. In contrast, organizational
outcomes, the third element of the value
triad, derive most of their value from use
of the program at the group level and
from managerial consultation and risk
managemendprevention activities. We
have identified four types of organiza-
tional services commonly provided by
EAPs. These include (1) educational pro-
grams and trainings, (2) crisis/violence
services, (3) management consultations,
and (4) organizational development
(Attridge, Hyde, and Amara12003).

RESEARCH ON ORGANIZATIONAL SERVICES
Educational programs and trainings are
provided by most EAPs as a basic part of
their services. The goal of these pro-
grams and trainings is primarily preven-
tative—to offer employees greater
knowledge and skills to assist them in
managing various aspects of their work
and personal lives. The unique role that
an EAP can play in offering educational
programs and trainings is that it can use
its e~erience with the organization as a
whole and with individual cases to
determine which educational topics are
most needed and to identify training
participants who may benefit from indi-
vidual use of the programs.

Given the brief amount of time
involved in trainings and their educa-
tional goal, the level of expected health
care claims and workplace performance
outcomes is low on aper-person basis
but can add up when spread across a
large number of employees. In addition,
the trainings provide direct business
value in the form of avoided higher costs
from purchasing similar services from
providers other than the EAP. EAP staff

also can use their knowledge of the com-
pany to better tailor the messages and
approaches used in the trainings.

Some research evidence indicates
that EAP trainings do yield a number of
positive outcomes. For example, post-
training survey data from more than
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3,500 participants at Optum EAP train-
ings (Attridge 1999) found that the
majority of employees felt the trainings
were a valuable use of time and money
(85 percent), improved morale and atti-
tude (64 percent), decreased stress (61
percent), and improved produceivity (54
percent).

Although they occur infrequently,
the potentially catastrophic conse-
quences of workplace violence and crises

Making the Business
Case for EAPs Through
Organizational Services
1. Do you provide the full range of

organizational services?
2. Do you understand and manage

what drives the use of these
organizational services?

3. Do you measure utilization of the
services?

4. Do you collect outcome data?
5. Do you assign financial value to

outcomes?
6. Do you communicate your

business value to the customer?

impart a special status to these EAP serv-

ices. The ability of EA professionals to

both respond to crises and episodes of

violence as well as proactively prepare
for them is a hallmark of our profession,

and business leaders have come to

appreciate these roles even more since

the September 2001 terrorist attacks.

Research data support this view—many

studies have been conducted that con-

firm the effectiveness of crisis stress man-

agement services (Everly et al. 2001).

There are four business value out-

comes to be gained from crisis manage-

ment services. First are the benefits of

having trained professionals readily

available for immediate response to an

incident; second is the improved corpo-

rate security that accnzes from ongoing

preparedness training of company per-

sonnel. Third, by properly responding to

a crisis or violent incident, a work organ-

ization can avoid substantial dollar losses

in claims and human capital costs.

Finally, crisis prevention and response

services may even help avoid possible

lawsuits that could result if such situa-

tions are not addressed appropriately by

an organization. One study of bank rob-

bery critical incidents found that

employees most affected by the incidents

were also those who attended and bene-

fited most from the CISM services

(Miller-Burke, Attridge, and Fass 1999).
Another valuable type of EA organi-

zational service is a management consul-

tation, which occurs when a manager or

supervisor contacts the EAP for assis-

tance on workplace performance and

productivity unrelated to a case involy-

ing an individual employee. These serv-

ices generally involve an EA professional

• consulting with a manager on change

initiatives or problematic group behav-

iors. The unique value of an EAP in

these consultations is that the EA profes-

sional can offer both his/her clinical

expertise as well as an understanding of

the organizational work context.

Unfortunately, this area of EA prac-

tice has received limited research atten-

tion, though one recent study (Parker,

White, and Hietala 2002) identified pos-

itive outcomes for managers receiving

consultation services. More than 90 per-

cent of managers reported being satisfied

with the service, and 70 percent said the

service helped them better understand

and respond to the situation that

prompted the consult. Many of the man-

agers in the study also felt the EAP cori-

sultation improved the productivity,
absenteeism, morale, and safety of the

employees and work groups involved in

the consultation.

The fourth type of EAP organiza-

tional service is organizational develop-

ment, as when EA professionals consult

with human resources staff and other

departments on employee health policy

and the design of related programs and

services (Ginzberg, Kilburg, and Gomes

1999). The key goal here is assisting the

organization in bringing about desired
changes in hopes of improving efficiency

and satisfaction. For example, the EAP

can help with managing organizational

change and company downsizing

processes or assist with leadership devel-

opment and executive coaching services

(Lefave 2003). While this type of service

has comprised only a small part of the
day-to-day activities of many EAP

providers, some observers say this repre-
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Bents a growth area for our industry.
The business value of organizational

development services is reflected in the
cost savings that accrue from manage-
ment working with EAP staff (who are
already familiar with the company)
rather than more expensive outside con-
sultants. The challenge for EA profes-
sionals is to develop expertise and skills
in management coaching and organiza-
tional development and then earn the
opportunity to provide these services.
Some organizations regard their EAPs
mainly as tools for addressing employee
problems and as primarily reactive in
nature rather than as functioning in a
planning and development mode.

Core organizational development
services such as the facilitation of leader-
ship retreats can also foster a new appre-
ciation of both EA professionals and
FAPs (Hyde 2002). When EAP
providers participate in identifying work-
group issues and developing action plans
to address key issues, they are seen as
strategic business partners and invited to
planning tables where they otherwise
would not be welcome.

INCREASED CORPORATE PARTICIPATION
The strategic collection and analysis of
data from the four types of organization-
al services can help tell the business
value story of EAPs. While many EAPs
capture clinical case information, organi-
zational development and case consulta-
tion activities are also ripe for data
extraction. Some examples of the kinds
of research questions that can be
answered with this information include
the following:
• Do organizational services affect the

number and mix of cases opened?
• Does the provision of successful client

services lead to an increase in
requests for organizational services?
For example, at the Mayo Clinic

EAP in Rochester, Minnesota, the
descriptive results of the use of organiza-
tional EAP services over an 18-month

period revealed a total of about 700
organizational activities involving more
than 7,500 participants (Attridge, Hyde,

and Amara12003). These organizational

services accounted for more than a third
of all EAP activities and the vast majority

of total participants. The specific kinds
of organizational activities included man-

agement consultations, dialogue meet-

ings/groups, presentations and trainings,

committee and task force groups, facili-

tations, trauma responses/CISDs, and

general orientations and supervisor train-

ings about the EAP.
Probably the single biggest value the

EAP has derived from these activities lies
in how the company perceives the pro-

gram. At the Mayo Clinic, the EAP is

considered an important resource and,

as such, is allowed company-wide par-
ticipation and given the opportunity to

be proactive in dealing with a host of

workplace issues that affect employee
health, performance, satisfaction, and
retention. While the EAP continues to
serve approximately the same number of
individual employees with personal or
career issues as it served four years ago,
it has seen a significant increase in the
number of organizational services pro-
vided and requested. As a consequence
of this added dimension to the program,
key leaders in the company have come
to strongly support and promote the
program and now invite EAP staff to
management planning tables.

The experience at the Mayo Clinic
confirms that EAPs are positioned to
provide employers with information
about their workers and workplace
dynamics that almost no other individ-
ual or group possesses. When EAPs pro-
vide effective organizational services, not
only can they continue to serve individ-
ual employees' needs, they are also better
positioned to affect broader groups of
workers. In this way, organizational
services can increase the business value
of an EAP from "nice to have" to "need
to have." ■
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Enhancir~ Organizational Safety
Throug Stress Management

Participating on a corporate safety committee has enabled an EAP to help
develop organizational initiatives, including a stress management program.

awrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) in
Livermore, California, has
an on-site, internal employ-

ee assistance program situated within
the Health Services Department (HSD).
The EAP provides short-term counseling
to LLNL employees and their depend-
ents with personal, family, and work
problems.

LLNIs employee assistance profes-
sionals are positioned within the labora-
tory to provide educational outreach
and organizational consultation to entire
work groups. Our philosophy is that by
providing consultation in this manner,
we can have a greater impact on the lab-
oratory by reaching a greater proportion
of employees. The EAP has developed
partnerships with laboratory offices like
the Environmental Protection Depart-
ment (EPD), where organizational sup-
port and consultation are provided as
part of a long-term plan to achieve orga-
nizational initiatives.

The EPD has a Safety Advisory

Committee (SAC), whose mission is to
serve as a conduit to connect safety
awareness, knowledge, and resources
with safe work practices. Committee

Chris Recupero is a
psychologist in the
lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory's
EAP and is a member
of the Environmental
Protection Department's
SaferyAdvisory

I;. _. I ~~~I ! u Committee. The work
described in this article

was pertormed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy by the University of
California, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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by Christopher M. Recupero, Ph.D.

representatives include staff from the
EPD department office, each of the three
EPD divisions, external work groups that
work closely with EPD, and the Health
Services Department, including the EAP.

GRASS ROOTS INITIATIVE
In the aftermath of Sept. 11, 2001, and
in response to budgetary concerns, shifts
in work priorities, and the recent deaths
of some employees and family members,

the Environmental Protection Depart-

ment assigned the SAC to develop a
department-wide campaign to examine

change and stress in the department.
The committee developed four questions
to brainstorm the issues involved;
1. How is stress introduced?
2. What kinds of stress does the work-

place environment create?
3. How can we provide input to, and

control, workplace stress?
4. What strategies, plans, or solutions

can we develop to help employees
reduce and cope with workplace
stress?
After discussing these questions, the

committee agreed on the need for a
stress awareness campaign to teach EPD
employees and managers to recognize
the various types and symptoms of

stress, both within themselves and in
other employees. This education would
include the identification of internal
organizational stressors as well as per-
sonal stressors outside of work. The
committee formed a Stress Awareness

Subcommittee and charged it with
developing and launching the campaign.

The campaign officially began in
Apri12002 as a grass roots initiative
aimed at creating greater awareness and

sensitivity to individual and organiza-
tional stress. The objectives were to

build general awareness about job stress,
secure top management commitment
and support for the program, and solicit
employee input and involvement in all

phases of the program. The following

programmatic goals were established:
• To impart a greater awareness to the

client organization (in this case, the
EPD) of how stress affects the lives of

employees;
• To assist employees in identifying

signs and symptoms of stress in

themselves;
• To teach multiple individual and

organizational strategies on how to
reduce stress; and

• To acquaint EPD employees with
resources such as the EAP.
In May 2002, EAP staff presented

an overview of preventive stress manage-
ment to SAC leaders. The presentation
included a description of available LLNL

resources, including the EAP, but
focused primarily on helping employees

recognize the physical and emotional

signs of stress as well as internal, exter-
nal, and organizational stressors.

Preventive stress management
emphasizes individual and organization-

al prevention methods designed to
enhance health, safety, and job perEorm-

ance (Quick, Quick, Nelson, and Hurrel

1997). It teaches employees about the
nature and sources of stress, the effects
of stress on health, and personal skills to
reduce stress. In addition, it helps build
a culture of safety awareness in which

the organization benefits from improved
employee job performance along with a
reduction in errors, mistakes, and Indus-
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trial accidents.
Preventive stress management tech-

niques can be categorized as primary,
secondary, or tertiary. Primary prevention
utilizes organizational interventions to
modify stressors in the work environ-
ment, while secondary prevention aims
to change how individuals and organiza-
tions respond to job demands. EA pro-
fessionals traditionally provide tertiary
approaches, in which the goal is to treat
the individual, the group, and/or the
organization. EAP staff are providing all
three types of prevention as part of this
outreach campaign.

RELAXATION TECHNIQUES
After presenting the campaign overview,
EAP staff distributed a needs assessment
survey to EPD employees asking them
which stress management training they
were most interested in taking. The
survey answers helped determine the
training topics presented during the
campaign. The first training, titled
"Preventive Stress Management:
Changing Your Thinking," built on the
introduction and began the process of
getting employees to recognize how their
thinking has a direct effect on how they
feel and behave.

Current stress management train-
ings are encouraging employees to rely
by looking at the various methods
proven to induce a relation response.
Future stress management trainings will
address how to change stressful situa-
tions, especially through the use of better
time management and communication.
The stress management trainings will
conclude by encouraging employees to
look at changing their lifestyle habits.

The stress awareness campaign has
also included a monthly campaign tool-
box that features videos, brochures, and
other resources available to employees.
In addition, subcommittee members
developed a stress presentation skit that
was informative and to which employees
could easily relate.

As the organization's stress man-
agement consultant, I wrote articles
throughout the first year of the campaign
for the EPD safety newsletter. The arti-

cles announced the stress awareness

www, eap-assoclation.org
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campaign as an organizational initiative

for the EPD, provided tips on how to

cope with the aftermath of Sept. 11,

2001, and invited all EPD employees to

receive stress management training on

how to change their thinking in order to

better manage their stress.

Recently, I wrote a newsletter article

summarizing the first year of the cam-

paign and describing the current phase,

in which focus groups are being held

with EPD employees across divisions

and work groups to better understand

the unique challenges they face at work.

The article concluded with a description

of the next series of trainings, which will

include relaxation techniques so employ-

ees can learn how to relax and better

cope with stress.

In June, the Safety Advisory

Committee held a "No Stress Fest Kick

OfP' luncheon for EPD employees to

provide information on stress manage-

ment techniques and introduce employ-

ees to relaxation techniques and other

healthy lifestyle habits. More than 200
EPD employees attended the luncheon.

Flyers distributed at the event described

the stress awareness initiative and out-

lined the next phase of the program.

Social events such as this continue to

raise awareness of the initiative.

MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT

In the months to come, an organization-

al stress survey will be selected to guide

EPD in determining which organization-

al interventions are necessary to reduce

overall job stress in the EPD. The focus

groups currently being conducted with

employees will assist in selecting the

organizational stress survey.

Worksite visits conducted prior to

convening the focus groups enabled EAP

staff to become more familiar with the

range of job functions that various EPD

work groups perform. They also con-

tributed to our acceptance as focus

group facilitators, as employees realized

that management has made the commit-

ment to look seriously at organizational

job stress.

We feel the focus groups will assist

employees in increasing their awareness

of individual and organizational stress.

Our belief is that employees who take

ownership of these issues can play an

important role in the solution.

The organizational stress survey that

will be circulated to all EPD employees

will provide a wider sweep of the organi-

zation and assist in validating the focus

group findings. The survey will help

the SAC develop recommendations to

present to management about training

needs and ways to improve employees'

working conditions.

DRIVING GOAL

Approximately 18 months into the cam-

paign, feedback from employees has

been positive. Focus group findings have

been communicated to EPD managers

and supervisors with recommendations

for possible changes in the manner in

which business is conducted. These

changes should lead to a reduction in

accidents and injuries in the EPD by

reducing and/or eliminating workplace

practices that contribute to stress in

the workplace.

For example, management styles at

LLNL tend to be top-down, but recently

there have been efforts to move toward a

participative decision-making model.

Communication channels are being

improved to increase social interaction

and improve morale. Flexible work

schedules are already in place to assist

employees with attaining better work-

family balance.

We are working on keeping the

campaign vibrant and interesting for all

employees. We continue to communi-

cate to employees that stress can be

identified and managed using multiple

strategies. The key is for employees to

become more proactive by increasing

their stress awareness and to recognize

the early signs of stress before it becomes

difficult to manage. Prevention, after all,

is the driving goal behind the stress

awareness campaign. ■
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Discerning the Value of
Emotional Intelli enceg

EA professionals must decide whether emotional intelligence services will
benefit both their organizational clients and their own programs.

by Novnn2a Montczg~nino-Geynzrx, M.A., CEAI'

mployee assistance programs
looking to expand their serv-
ices while adding value to
their organizational clients

often find selecting new products a diffi-
cult task. Asa "world of work" profes-
sion, we need to focus on enhancing
employee performance while looking at
our own professional competencies.

Emotional intelligence (EI), a still
relatively young developmental topic, is
gaining in popularity and being market-
ed to human resources professionals,
counseling clinicians, and organizational
behavior and development consultants.
Performa, a division of Human Tech-
nologies Corporation, has been promot-
ing EI services as a value-added entree
to our menu of program offerings for the
past 18 months. Yet, at the same time
we have been offering EI services, we
have been questioning their value on
two levels.

First, although an Internet search
yields almost one million hits on "emo-
tional intelligence," it is difficult to find
substantial research on the practicality
and effectiveness of EI programming for
EAPs. There does exist, however, a
growing body of literature building a
case for how emotional intelligence con-
tnbutes to the bottom line in a work
organization (Cherniss 2002), and
Performa's interviews and introductory
workshops with organizational leaders

Norma Montagnino-
Gemza is director of
Performa, headquartered
in Utica, New York. She
can be reached at (315)
732-0271 or
normamOhtcorp.net.

have confirmed interest and belief in the
EI approach to performance enhance-
ment. Second, while Performa views ET
as a practical and valuable development
program for both individuals and organi-
zations, we remain concerned about its
effectiveness, which depends on a com-
mitment by both the EAP and the end
user to follow through.

This article begins to explore the
practicality of EI service provision as
a means of adding value to the work
organization and the EAP itself. I invite
EAPs that promote EI programs and
services to e-mail me with their
experiences.

WNY EI FOR SAPS?
EA professionals arguably are natural
prophets of EI. In many of our dealings
with clients we confront interpersonal
relationship issues, which often involve
emotional behavior. According to Daniel
Goleman, an EI guru, "The fundamental
task of leaders is to prime good feelings
in those they lead. At its root, then, the
prime job of leadership is emotional—
or being intelligent about emotions"
(Coleman, Boyatzis, and McKee 2002).

But just what is emotional intelli-
gence? Definitions of EI vary, and it
probably will be some time before real
clarity and consensus are reached con-
cerning definitions and the nature of EI
(Cherniss 2001). Coleman, for one, sees
EI as pointing to different ways in which
competencies contribute to important
outcomes in the family, the workplace,
and other life areas (Coleman 1995).

It is Coleman's view, along with the
use of the Bar-On EQi inventory (devel-
oped by Reuvan Bar-On, who coined the
term "emotional quotient," or EQ, as a

counterpart to intelligence quotient),
that has shaped Performa's understand-
ing of EI as useful to EAP clients. While
it would be a gross error to ignore the
mass of literature being accumulated on
defining EI, a simple definition for EAP
purposes is that your EQ is your ability
to effectively navigate your way through
life—to be intelligent about how you
emotionally behave and how your apply
your cognitive intelligence, or IQ.

GOOD NEWS, QUESTIONABLE VALUE
The good news about EQ is that it can
be developed and enhanced over time
(unlike IQ, which is static). The not-so-
surprising news is that those with high
IQs don't always have high EQs, and
those with high EQs more often than
not were average students. Ask any ,
group of highly regarded and successful
leaders whether any of them graduated
first in their class and you'll seldom see
more than one hand go up, if that. But
administer a reputable EQ inventory to
the same group and you'll find their
emotional quotients generally will be
above average.

What's questionable is whether a
high EQ really predicts success in work
and/or life, as it is touted to do. For
example, we might assume that a person
with a high ~Q would be a successful
EA professional, but the necessary per-
sonality, level of cognitive ability, skills,
and credentials would be a surer recipe
for success. Moreover, there is not
enough research on how working with
individuals and teams with low EQs can
help them become more successful.

Another area of controversy is how
to measure EI. Several different instru-
ments are available that claim to meas-
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ure EI, and many quick tests have
appeared on the Internet. Except for the
Bar-On EQi, which was developed in the
mid-1980s, most instruments are rela-
tively new, all have strengths and weak-
nesses, and no two measure the same
thing. Thus, assessing EI is not as simple
as, for example, using the Myers-Briggs
test as a personality indicator and being
confident in the outcome.

Furthermore, the measurement
instruments are self-reporting and are
influenced by the variables and biases
any individual brings to the test-taking
process. So-called 360-degree invento-
ries, such as the ECI 360 (Emotional
Competency Inventory) developed by
Richard Boyatzis and Daniel Coleman,
are new to the field and may prove effec-
tive indicators of emotional intelligence
as it pertains to career development.
While the better-known instruments
have been Wormed and validated, too
many others have not.

The true worth of EQ measurement
needs to be determined through a good
longitudinal study using consistent
instrumentation. Performa uses only the
Bar-On EQi and takes note of the vari-
ables that may affect results, including
several inventory questions that are con-
sistently misinterpreted.

Lacking real clarity of definition, it
is no wonder that the concept of emo-
tional intelligence provokes varying
responses when introduced to organiza-
tions or individuals. At first mention,
almost everyone is interested in EI.
Corporate leaders want their people to
"feel good," and research consistently
reports that employees who stay with
companies do so because they have car-
ing supervisors. Individual clients initial-
ly equate EI with love, hate, anger, joy—
basic emotions that can lead to success
or problems in relationships. So they,
too, are interested in becoming more
intelligent about emotions.

As pointed out earlier, however,
emotional intelligence goes beyond the
basics. A proper EQ assessment com-

bined with a sCrategic development plan
can increase individual and organization-
al EI, enhance workplace relationships,
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and add value to the employer by con-

tributing to the bottom line. But because
EI is about development, there maybe a
long wait for an organization to realize a
return on its investment.

EI programming takes time, talent,
and treasure to implement successfully.

On the up side, if an EI program is suc-

cessful, it can be an effective value-added

product for both the organizational

client and the EAP. On the down side, if
EI is not approached realistically, it can

quickly drain the time, talent, and treas-

ure invested in it. You simply cannot

implement EI programming without first

developing the competency.

GETTING STARTED

So, how do you decide if EI is the right
product for your EAP and one or more
of your customers? There are many
questions to answer before jumping on
the EI bandwagon, and one of the first
is, "Why are we interested in emotional
intelligence?" A big part of the answer
must be, "It will add value to what we
are already doing to meet the perform-
ance needs of our clients and will also
complement our own mission."

If that is indeed your answer, more
questions are in order. Do you see EI as
a product that will sustain itself through
time, or as a fad you must cash in on
just to please a client or two and beat the
competition? What motivates your pro-
gram, and what motivates the employ-
er(s)? Have you conducted a needs
assessment, whether formal or informal,
real or perceived? Are the needs of your
employer clients consistent with your
EAP's mission, work style, and compe-
tencies?

The next step is conducting
research—a lot of it. Read about EI, then
read some more. Attend workshops. Call
other EA professionals already engaged
in EI programming. Search the Internet.
Take all the free tests available so you
can experience the contradicting

approaches to EI. Then arrange to take
a valid instrument.

Now that you have a personal feel
for EI, sit back, close your eyes, and
think, Ask more questions: Am I still

interested in EI for my EAP and clients?

What's our vision? Would we implement
EI as a personal development program,
an organizational development program,
or a leadership, career, or community
development program? Can we afford it?
And who will provide the services?

Becoming certified to provide EI
services can be costly. Because EI can be
used for both clinical and career devel-

opment purposes, professionals with
both clinical and organizational behavior
experience are the "right" EAP candi-
dates for credentialing. Do you have
such a person on your staff?

Even if you have the talent available,
can your EAP devote time and treasure

to the program? Who will market and
sell it? Will you have a designated pro-
fessional for the program? Can you
afford another staff person?

POSITIVES AND NEGATIVES

Clearly, it will take money—both yours
and your clients'—to make money from
EI. An overview of Performa's experience
with EI will provide some indication of

what an EAP can hope to gain from an
investment in EI.

In our 18 months of using the Bar-
On EQi and complementary program-
ming, we have administered appro~i-
mately 40 individual inventories and
four organizational group reports and
held an invitation-only breakfast for
business executives to introduce EI. We
also have held three open enrollment
educational workshops on EI (without
test administration), held one leadership
workshop on EI (again without test
administration), begun conducting pre-
liminary research on the practicality and
effectiveness of the EI concept for EAPs,
and developed a new competency.

We have one certified EI profession-
al on our EAP staff and are the only
known provider of EI services in our
area. We do not limit our EI services to
our EAP clients, and in fact less than 25
percent of our EI activity is from our
EAP book of business.

On the down side, our organiza-
tional client work has yielded no devel-
opmental programming, and our educa-
tional workshops have produced few
sales of instrumentation and_develop- -
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IDENTIFYING SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS

The SASSI—brief, empirically validated
~ screening for substance use disorders

Since 1988 the SASSI (Substance Abuse Subtle Screening
Inventory) has been used to identify substance use disorders
accurately, objectively, and quickly. Adult and adolescent
versions available.

' x ~L ~~~
s

♦Easy to administer and interpret

♦ Effective even if your client is unable or unwilling
to acknowledge their substance use

h Q. ♦ Select paper and pencil questionnaire or a

r'

computerized version

`' ~; ♦New web-based option for single or multiple adult
administrations at www.sassionline.com

♦ New Spanish SASSI now available

'

Early identification saves lives.

~~~~~~ SA S S~I~. ~.~
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Houston's Premier Adult Alcohol
and Drug Treatment Center

Full Array of Easily
Accessible Services
• Detoxification
• Residential
• Transitional Living
• Day Program
• Intensive Outpatient Program
• Co-occurring disorder
treatment

• Family Program
• Relapse Prevention
• Monitored Aftercare

24 hours a day
713.578.3100
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Our Program of
Excellence Features
• ASAM Medical Director
• TCADA Licensed
• 24 hour admissions
• Full compliment of

clinical staff
• Referral source coordination
• Daily 12-step meetings
• Clean, attractive, healing
environment

• Active Alumni Program
• C/D and Special Issues Groups

FOR YOUR WHOLE LIFE.

mental programming. We have not bro-
ken even on our expenses (which
include our start-up costs of traininp~,
we have essentially given away approxi-
macely 20 percent of our inventory as
promotional, and we often reduce the

cost of the inventory and further pro-
gramming through "special time-limited
pricing."

There's more: We have no real mar-

keting plan, our EI professional is not a
dedicated EI employee, and we have
had technical difficulties with our
provider, costing additional time. We
know that we cannot sell inventories to
our everyday individual EAP clients
(due to expense and conflict of interest),
leaving unanswered the question of how

to market to individual clients. We expe-
rienced dissatisfaction by a corporate
client that decided the results were
wrong, while our most satisfied clients

have come from self-referrals and not
from employees who are pare of an orga-
nizational team. And we have discov-

ered that the process of providing EI
services can be time consuming for us

and our clients.
So, have we been successful?

Inasmuch as we see EI as a value-added
program for both interested clients and

for ourselves in building a new compe-
tency, we have been successful. But we
must decide how successful we want to
be with EI and whether it is cost-effec-
tive for us to aggressively market our
services or to continue our EI activity at
its current level as a "menu item." Thus
far we do not regret investing in EI as a
product, and we hope greater clarity in
the field of EI will help hone our future
focus. ■
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Employee Assistance:
A Workplace Best Practice
by Bev~vcard E. Beidel, M.Ed., CEAP, and I~vistine N. Bv~ennan, CP~4I; LI'C

n the introduction to Watson
Wyatt 6z Company's 2000-01
Best Practices Summary Report,

"best practice" is defined as follows:
`Best practice' is not a designation

limited to a small list of exclusive compa-
nies. Best practices consist of new and
powerful ideas that open possibilities,
stretch imaginations and inspire change.
No single organization has a monopoly on
what's best; most seeh to be excellent in
what they do. Often, the most useful ideas
come from companies that faced a critical
business problem and were forced to find
a solution. Their efforts create learning
opportunities for other professionals. We
can use these tested ideas as springboards
for our own innovation and inspiration.

The report then further refines
this definition, stating that a best prac-
tice must meet the following criteria:
• Improves company bottom-line

financial performance;
• Enhances customer satisfaction; and

Strengthens the relationship
between the company and its
employees.
Seen in the context of this opera-

tional framework, an employee assis-
tance program in and of itself is an
organizational best practice, whether
sponsored by management or labor,
operated internally, or provided by an
external vendor: Indeed, the pioneers
of the employee assistance profession
and its predecessor, the occupational
alcoholism movement, clearly made
the case for their early programs by
touching on each of the criteria listed

Bern Beidel and Kris Brennan are co-chairs of
the Standards Subcommittee of the EAPA
Professional Practices Committee.

previously.
The "useful idea" of occupational

alcohol programs (and, later, EAPs)
was conceived in an environment in
which many businesses and labor
organizations were confronted with a
critical business issue—the loss of
employees and union members to
problems that originated outside the
workplace and did not respond to tra-
ditional workplace solutions and
supervisory or employee advocacy
practices. As some of our early pio-
neering colleagues can attest, the
"solution" of helping employees identi-
fy, confront, and resolve their prob-
lems was made all the more palatable
to both management and labor by its
positive impact on the organization's
bottom line (e.g., reductions in lost
time and turnover costs and increased
retention of employees), customer sat-
isfaction (the customer in this case
being both the union and manage-
ment), and employee-management
relations (through mutual appreciation
of a process that addresses personal
issues in a respectful, private, and con-
fidential manner).

These early initiatives by business
and labor organizations created "learn-
ing opportunities" for later generations
of professionals in our field, including
academicians, researchers, and vision-
aries who began documenting process-
es and assessing outcomes along the
way. They also served as the spring-
board for the EAP Core Technology, a
"new and powerful idea" that
"stretched imaginations" within both
management and labor, The "innova-
tion and inspiration" of our EAP Core
Technology "opened new possibilities"
for employers to address not only alco-

hol problems but many other personal
and work-related issues, and it
"inspired change" on the part of labor
and management to look at new and
exciting avenues for collaboration and
partnerships in resolving issues that
traditionally placed them in opposition
to each other.

INTELLIGENT AND CLEAR DECISIONS

The seven elements of.the EAP Core

Technology—including those that

relate to the organizational client, the

focus of this issue of the Journal of

Employee Assistance—define not only

our profession, but also the services

we must provide in the workplace if

we are to truly serve the needs of both

the work organization and the individ-

ual employee or union member. As

our field engages in discussions and

debates about emerging technologies

and their potential impact on and role

in employee assistance service delivery,

the EAP Core Technology must be at

the center of our deliberations.

In the context of the current cor-

porate "balanced scorecard" move-

ment, we as employee assistance pro-

fessionals are challenged to answer the

questions, "How does an EAP make a

difference?" and "What must EAPs do

well?" The EAP Core Technology pro-

vides the context for our answers.

While it not only differentiates us from

other professions and defines the

potential impact we have in the work-

place, it further enumerates the specif-

ic service elements we must provide

well to be considered a viable EAP that

truly serves the needs of both the

organization and the individual

employee and/or union member.

Employee assistance is a "best

practice" when the EAP Core

Technology is at the heart of the

service delivery continuum and our

respective programmatic operations. It

falls to each of us as EA professionals

to meet the challenge of ensuring that

the EAP Core Technology continues to

drive and sustain employee assistance

as a best practice for today's and
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tomorrow's international workplace.

Whether serving the organization or

the individual employee, every EAP

must use the Core Technology and our

corresponding professional standards

EAP Core Technology
The employee assistance program
Core Technology represents the essen-
tial components of the employee assis-
tance profession. These components
combine to create a unique approach
to addressing work organization pro-
ductivity issues and "employee client"
personal concerns affecting job per-
formance and ability to perform on the
job. The EAP Core Technology consists
of the following:
1. Consultation with, training of, and

assistance to work organization
leadership (managers, supervisors,
and union stewards) seeking to
manage the troubled employee,

as baselines against which to measure via the Internet are indeed "employee

service delivery. Only then can we as a
profession make intelligent and clear

decisions aboue, for example, whether

services provided over the phone or

enhance the work environment, and
improve employee job performance,
and outreach to and education of
employees and their family mem-
bers about availability of EAP servic-
es;

2. Confidential and timely problem
identification/assessment services
for employee clients with personal
concerns that may affect job per-
formance;

3. Use of constructive confrontation,
motivation, and short-term interven-
tion with employee clients to
address problems that affect job
performance;

4. Referral of employee clients for
diagnosis, treatment, and assis-

Phoenix
Recovery Center
www.phoenixrecoverycenter.com

•Medically supervised detox from alcohol and drugs

•Individual, group &family Counseling

• Peer problem solving &discussion groups

• Assistance in identifying skills necessary for alcohol &

drug free living
• Relapse prevention, identifying high risk situations, warn-

ing signs &triggers

• Introduction to 12-Step Programs. A.A. & N.A.

• Weekly family program to assist those most affected by

alcoholism &drug addiction

• Individualized discharge planning, offering

various aftercare placement options

107 Edgewood Rd.- Edge~vood, MD 21040

Located off of I95, Exit 77A

410 671-7374 t 410 679-8866

assistance" services or merely an

adjunctive informational or outreach

vehicle. ■

tance, plus case monitoring and fol-
low-up services;

5. Consultation to work organizations
in establishing and maintaining
effective relations with treatment and
other service providers and in man-
aging provider contracts;

6. Consultation to work organizations
to encourage availability of, and
employee access to, health benefits
covering medical and behavioral
problems, including but not limited
to alcoholism, drug abuse, and
mental and emotional disorders; and

7. Identification of the effects of EAP
services on the work organization
and individual job performance.

Spreading The Word
About Your EAP
.~~
~' If you want

~~~Ne~S I them to use it,
~ you have to

promote it!

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

We've got hundreds of low cost products to help you
promote your program — imprinted with your

company name, logo and message

Call for Free Catalogs or Search Our Website
1-800-881-5880 www.xpressionproducts.com

Paul Kelly, President
Xpression Products, Inc.

PO Box 39
Wauconda, IL 60084

EAPA MEMBER SINCE 1977
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Constv~uctive Ivctevvention

Performance Improvement
in Supervisory Referrals
by Jivri Cc~nup, LPC, CEAI; and Janet Witt, LPC, CP.A.I'

he purpose of this article is to
share the experiences of two
employee assistance profes-

sionals who are not evaluators but who
have managed to collect some evalua-
tion data we think are significant.

When starting an internal EAP at a
regional medical center in 1996, we
made an effort to collect as much eval-
uation data as possible. Knowing the
uncertain times within which internal
programs exist, we realized that sooner
or later we would be asked to justify
our existence.

The medical center had 2,800
employees in 1996 and currently
employs 4, 700. The EAP also serves
12 external programs covering approx-
imately 3,500 employees.

Early in the life of the EAP, we
implemented the standard evaluation
mechanisms: customer satisfaction sur-
veys, training evaluations, and annual
surveys to measure employee percep-
tions of the EAP. In addition,. we
decided to measure the impact we
were having on supervisory referrals in
the area of job performance. The driv-
ing question was, "Does deficient job
performance improve as a function of
both the supervisory referral and the
employee accessing the EAP?" Data
showing a significant improvement in
performance by those receiving our
services would, we reasoned, help
demonstrate the EAP's value to the
organization.

On our supervisory referral form,

Jim Canup is the director and Janet Watt is an
employee assistance consultant at the McLeod
Employee Assistance Program in Florence, S.C.
Both are licensed professional counselors, certi-
fied employee assistance professionals, and
master addiction counselors.

www.eap-association.org

there is a scale for rating baseline per-
formance in areas such as attendance,
co-worker relations, and quality of
work (see Figure 1). At six-week ancr
four-month intervals after each refer-
ral, afollow-up survey is sent to the
referring supervisor asking for updated
performance ratings in the areas that

FIGURE 1
Please rate using the
following scale (circle one):
(u) unsatisfactory (ni) needs improve-
ment (s) successful (r) role model

Absenteeism/tardiness
Quality/quantity of work
Co-worker relations
Customer relations
Meeting deadlines
Error rate
Safety record
Work responsibility
Cooperative
Following orders

FIGURE 2
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were previously deficient. The infor-
mation received from the supervisor
is then compared to the baseline
information.

The two pairs of bar graphs in
Figure 2 help clarify our methodology.
The first pair show the number of
unacceptable performance ratings at
referral compared to the performance
ratings reported by supervisors at
six weeks; the second pair show the
number of unacceptable performance
ratings at referral compared to the
performance ratings reported by
supervisors at four months.

The numbers on the graphs corre-
spond to performance indicators, not
employees. As EA professionals know,
an employee referred by a supervisor
may have any number of performance
problems.

The data represent six years of
collection and reflect return rates of 99
percent for the six-week survey and 81

for the four-month survey. The
dicate that at six weeks and
ore so at four months, perform-
proves significantly.

mance areas that begin as
factory" or "needs improve-
ery often become "satisfactory,"
me even reach the level of "role

Supervisor Survey Results—First Six Years

At Referral 6 Weeks At Referral 4 Months
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Year after year, we are impressed

by this performance improvement

data. More importantly, however, man-

agement seems to be impressed as

well. The survey findings have been so

favorably received that we include

them in sales proposals for external

contracts.

PARALLEL PROCESSES

Of course, we cannot say that the per-

formance improvements exhibited by

the survey findings are due solely to

the EAP. The data show what we con-

tinuously preach in employee assis-
tance—that is, the parallel processes of

supervisory discipline and EAP refer-

rals constitute a partnership with a

positive impact on the work organiza-

tion. In fact, in a recent survey of

department directors, the EAP received

the highest satisfaction rating of any

benefit the organization offers.

Although we see these efforts

working well in tandem, it is impossi-

ble to know whether it is the EAP or

the disciplinary process that promotes

these improvements, Given our ethical

responsibilities and commitment to

confidentiality, acontrol group study is

not practical. Without control group

comparisons, we cannot claim a clear

causative relationship between the

variables.

We have considered how our find-

ings compare to the experiences of

other work organizations. Are we

doing anything unique or different

that might set us apart or skew our

numbers? Although we have no con-

clusive answer to that question, we

recognize there are some factors that

may affect our data.

For example, during the first year

of EAP operations, we were able to

enroll a large majority of supervisors

in the standard "Troubled Employee"

training. Since then, the course has

~~j Performance Resource Press presents

~Q~ro~~~ EAP ~O~~Yi~~d~~~, ~ ~n~,,,.0

.. ~ i~

~,_ ~ ~ Three-Video Library
EAP 1-oday is a training, orientation
and prevention package all in one.

EAP Today:
Orientation
Item #2430M Union
Item #2848M Non-Union

Orientation gives viewers the basics
of employee assistance —who it's
for, how it works and its purpose.
Actual client success stories inspire
viewers to use the EAP. 12 minutes.

EAP Today:
Supervisor Training
Item #243 I M

Supervisor Training helps educate
supervisors on ways to overcome
their five biggest objections to
referring an employee to the
EAP. 13 minutes.

NO-RISK GUARANTEE

been offered quarterly as part of a gen-

eral supervisory training module for

new supervisors. Therefore, a high

percentage of supervisors are very

aware of the EAP as a resource, and

supervisory consults with the EAP

(both in person and by phone) are

commonplace.

In addition, our EAP clinical staff

are all licensed professionals with

many years of collective experience.

We think that having seasoned and

highly qualified staff enhances our

outcomes.

All EA professionals know we

have a positive impact on work organi-

zations. We also know that supervisory

referrals are one of the foremost

processes through which we can affect

workplace productivity, Collecting data

that confirm positive outcomes has

been an invaluable tool in our efforts

to demonstrate value to the medical

center. ■

EAP Today:
Self Referral
Item #2478M

Self Referral features real-life
intervention techniques and
demonstrates the effective-
ness of early self referrals to
the EAP. 15 minutes.

If you're not completely satisfied with any product, return it within 15 days for a full refund of the purchase price!

Three-video library — $359
All three videos with video album (pictured)

~ Item #2479M Union Item #2580M Non-Union ~

Any two videos — $269 Any one video — $149
plus shipping and handling
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A software solution shouldn't just help you grow.

It should grow with you.

The economic climate changes.

Opportunities arise. But only InfoMC

EAP/ Work-Life solutions are sophisticated

enough to adapt to your needs as your

organization evolves. We call this unique

quality "Functional Depth."

Our advanced proven technology, backed by

unparalleled care management expertise,

provides superior workflow automation.

This ensures that an investment in our

solutions will pay dividends to your

organization for years to come.

For information or to arrange

a 60-minute demonstration,

contact us today: (484) 530-0100

c~

Info
Health Information Systems

InfoMC, II1C. 2250 Hickory Road Suite 400 Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 I www.infomc.com



CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS MUST
PROVIDE HEALTH INSURANCE

ust days before facing a recall elec-
tion, California Gov. Gray Davis

signed into law a bill that requires
businesses with 50 or more employees
to provide workers with health insur-
ance or pay into a state pool to pur-
chase the coverage.

The law, which also requires
employers with 200 or more workers
to provide family coverage, is intended
to reduce the number of Californians
who lack health insurance. About
seven million state residents do not
have health coverage; the new law is
expected to extend insurance to about
one million of them.

Business groups oppose the law,
which they say will raise their costs
and force many employers to leave the
state. The California Chamber of
Commerce is considering a legal chal-
lenge to the law, arguing that mandat-
ed health coverage is tantamount to a
tax on employers and as such violates
the state constitution, which requires a
two-thirds vote of the legislature to
approve taxes (the bill passed with
only a majority vote). The Chamber
also contends the law violates the
Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (ERISA), which restricts
states from enacting laws governing
how employers provide benefits.

The law offers employers a "play
or pay" option—either pay 80 percent
of workers' health care costs or con-
tribute to a state-run health care plan,
Companies with 200 or more employ-
ees must begin offering health insur-
ance in 2006, while businesses with
SO to 199 workers have until 2007.

A report by the Los Angeles
Economic Development Corporation
estimates the cost of the new mandate
at more than $7 billion annually.
Advocates of the law say it will actual-
ly decrease costs by reducing lost work
time and lower productivity related to
illnesses and injuries. They also claim
the law will reduce costs associated
with emergency room care for workers
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whose employers do not offer health
coverage.

MANY OLDER WORKERS MAY
DELAY THEIR RETIREMENTNearly seven in ten older workers

expect to delay retirement or
never retire, and almost 20 percent
think they will continue working into
their eighties, according to a poll of
2,000 employees between the ages of
50 and 70.

The American Association of
Retired Persons, which sponsored the
survey, said the findings represent a
departure from previous polls it has
conducted. Past surveys found that
even employees planning to work past
65, the traditional retirement age,
expected to quit work before they
reached age 70. The current poll found
that 45 percent intend to work into
their seventies or beyond.

The primary reason people are
deciding to work longer, according to
the survey, is financial need. "When
asked to indicate why they have decid-
ed to work in their retirement years,
[respondents] are initially more likely
to identify non-financial reasons than
financial considerations," the survey
report states. "Staying ̀ mentally and
physically' active and remaining ̀ pro-
ductive or useful' top the list. How-
ever, when respondents are forced to
select only one major factor in their
decision to work, it becomes clear that

the need for money is the primary
motivator."

If the survey results hold true,
workers 55 and older—already pro-
jected to comprise 17 percent of the
U.S. workforce in 2010 and 19 percent
in 2050—will become a significant
presence in the labor force. This will
put pressure on employers to rethink
their attitudes toward older workers
and develop policies and procedures
to address their needs. But a recent
survey of more than 400 human
resources managers found that most
had done nothing to prepare for an
increase in older workers, or a labor
shortage once these workers retire.

RACE RIVALS PRISON RECORD
AS EMPLOYMENT BARWhites with prison records are

slightly more likely to be called
back for job interviews than blacks
with similar qualifications and no
prison record, according to a research
project that won the American
Sociological Association's prize for the
year's best doctoral dissertation.

In the study, conducted by Devah
Pager of Northwestern University, two
young high school graduates with sim-
ilar employment histories applied in
person for low-skilled jobs such as
waiters or warehousemen. One man
was white and admitted to having
served 18 months in prison for posses-
sion of cocaine with intent to sell; the

Older Workers' Plans for Retirement
Not work for pay at all 29%
Work part-time, doing the same type of work you do now 24%
Work part-time, doing something different 22%
Start your own business/work for yourself,
doing the same type of work you do now 5%

Start your own business/work for yourself, doing something different 5%
Work full-time, doing the same type of work you do now 5%
Work full-time, doing something different 2%
Never expect to retire 5%
Don't know 3%

Total 100%

N = 1,637
SOURCE: AARP, 2003
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other man was black and had no crim-
inalrecord.

Of the 350 employers the men
visited, 17 percent called back the
white applicant for an interview, while
14 percent called back the black man.
When the black man admitted to a
drug conviction, he was called back
only 5 percent of the time; if the white
man had no criminal record, he
received callbacks from 34 percent of
employers.

Some sociologists maintain that
fear of being labeled racist, rather than
racism itself, is to blame for the dis-
crepancy in receiving callbacks. They
argue that some employers may per-
ceive non-whites as more likely than
whites to file discrimination lawsuits if
they are hired and later dismissed, so
to avoid that possibility, they hire
whites. But statistics do not bear this
out: While complaints to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
have risen almost 17 percent over the
past 10 years, the number alleging race
discrimination has remained steady, at
approximately 29,000 annually.

The impact of prison records on
black men is all the greater given that
roughly one in six black American
men have spent time behind bars. The
Justice Department estimates that, at
current rates, 30 percent of black boys
who turn 12 this year will spend time
in jail at some point in their lives.

U.S. HEALTH IMPROVING,
BUT DIABETES WORSENINGAverage life expectancies for

American men and women
reached all-time highs in 2001 and
infant mortality.fell to its lowest rate
ever, but a dramatic rise in the inci-
dence of diabetes is causing concern
among health experts and medical
professionals.

In its annual report on the nation's
health, the U.S. Department. of Health
and Human Services notes several
encouraging trends, namely a narrow-
ing of the gap between blacks' and
whites' average life expectancies and a

60-year low in the birth rake for
teenagers. But the report also states
that 6.5 percent of American adults
were diagnosed with diabetes in 2002,
up from S,1 percent in 1997.

The American Diabetes Asso-
ciation estimates that of the approxi-
mately 17 million people in the United
States with diabetes, one-third are
unaware they have the disease. People
with diabetes—a disease in which the
body does not produce or properly vise
insulin, a hormone needed to convert
sugar, starches, and other food into
energy—run the risk of severe compli-
cations, including heart disease, chron-
ic kidney disease, blindness, and
amputations. Two of three people with
diabetes die from heart disease or
strokes, and diabetes was the fifth-
leading cause of death among women
and the sixth-leading cause among
men in 2001.

Eating a healthy diet and engaging
in regular physical activity can help
reduce the likelihood of developing
diabetes, but the HHS report reveals
that the obesity rate in the United
States has more than doubled in the
past 20 years, from 1S percent to 31
percent. This trend is expected to
worsen, as more than one in three
female high school students and one in
four of their male classmates do not
engage in recommended amounts of
physical exercise.

TOBACCO DEATHS RISING IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIESLong considered solely a Western

problem, deaths in developing
nations from tobacco-related illnesses
now roughly equal those in the indus-
trialized world, according to a study
by researchers from the University of
Queensland (Australia) and the
Harvard School of Public Health.

The study found that global tobac-
co deaths numbered about 4.8 million
in 2000, with 2.4 million apiece in
developing and industrialized nations.
The majority of the deaths were among
men-2 million in developing coun-

tries and 1.8 million in industrialized
nations.

Because it takes 20 to 30 years of
smoking before death and illness
become visible on a large scale, the
impact of increased smoking rates in
the developing world did not catch the
attention of public health officials until
recently. That impact is likely to grow,
because most of the world's smokers-
930 million out of 1.1 billion—live in
developing countries and middle-
income nations, including the former
Soviet bloc countries of Eastern
Europe.

According to the researchers, 12
percent of deaths worldwide in 2000
were attributable to smoking. Heart
disease caused by smoking claimed
1.7 million lives, followed by lung
cancer, which killed about 850,000.

The World Health Organization
estimates that global deaths from
tobacco-related disease will nearly
double by 2020, to 9 million. More
than three in four of those who die
will live in developing nations.

EMPLOYERS EXPECTED TO GIVE
SMALL PAY RAISES IN 2004

ay increases in the United States
will average just 3.5 percent in

2004, the third consecutive year raises
will fail to break the 4 percent mark,
according to a survey released in late
July by Mercer Human Resources
Consulting.

The poll of more than 1,700 U.S.
employers representing nearly 15 mil-
lion workers found that executives are
slated to receive the largest increases
next year (3.7 percent), while non-
union hourly employees can expect to
receive the smallest increases (3.4 per-
cent). The survey also found that
because the amount of money being
allocated for pay raises will be so
small, employers expect to have diffi-
culty rewarding outstanding workers.

"With a budget of just over 3 per-
cent, it's hard to make a meaningful
differentiation between a top per-
former and a low performer, and it
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forces employers to make hard choic-
es," says Mercer's Steve Gross. "In
order to give their outstanding
employees a Spercent-plus raise,
employers may need to consider giv-
ing no pay increase at all to employees
with sub-par performance."

Other key survey findings include
the following:
• For the fifth year in a row, non-

monetary awards were the most
prevalent form of recognition, with
72 percent of responding organiza-
tions offering them and another 11
percent considering them.

• With pay perhaps less of a motiva-
tional factor for employees today,
employers are paying more atten-
tion to employee careers. One in
five respondents (22' percent)
currently provide formal career
planning, and another 20 percent
are considering implementing it.

HALF OF MIDDLE AMERICANS
HAVE FINANCIAL WORRIEST11ree-fifths of U.S. middle-income

households—those with incomes
between about $20,000 and $80,000
in 2001 dollars—increased their per-
sonal wealth from 1995 to 2001, but
about half are worried about their
financial condition, according to a sur-
vey by the Consumer Federation of
America.

"The good news is that most mid-
dle class Americans built greater per-
sonal wealth during the late 1990s,"
says Stephen Brobeck, executive direc-
tor of the Federation. "The bad news
is that this wealth is not sufficient to
meet major emergencies, let alone pro-
vide for a comfortable retirement."

Much of the unease is felt by fam-
ilies with adults employed in the man-
ufacturing sector. Since July 2000,
manufacturing employment has
decreased from 173 to 14.6 million, a
loss of more than one in every seven
manufacturing jobs nationwide. In
percentage terms, this drop is larger
than any of the declines during the
previous four recessions. ■
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PRIMER DESCRIBES HISTORY,
SERVICES OF EAPSEnsuring Solutions to Alcohol

Problems, an initiative to develop
research-based information and tools
that will help communities, employers,
and schools improve access to alcohol
treatment for those who need it, has
published a primer that describes the
history and characteristics of employee
assistance programs and the services
they can provide to help workers with
alcohol problems.

The primer, written in consulta-
tion with Paul Roman, a professor of
sociology and author of numerous
texts and monographs on alcohol in
the workplace (and co-author of the
EAP Core Technology), is the fifth in a
series of primers focusing on specific
aspects of alcohol-related problems
and treatment. Ensuring Solutions also
publishes an e-newsletter, reports, and
issue briefs, some of which highlight
strategies that employers have used to
address alcohol issues.

Primer #5, titled Employee Assis-
tance Programs: Worhplace Opportunities
for Intervening in Alcohol Problems, can
be downloaded from the Ensuring
Solutions Web site (www.ensuringsolu-
tions.org). It is organized into several
sections, including the following:
• EAPs Have Their Roots in

Occupational Alcoholism Programs
• Relieving Supervisors of Diagnostic

Responsibilities for Alcohol
Problems Increased Acceptance of

EAPs
• Today's Employee Assistance

Professionals See Cause for Concern
About the Changes in the Field

• Lack of Scientific Research Prevents
Employers From Making Informed
Decisions About EAPs

• Recent Alcohol Treatment Research

Suggests EAPs Can Play a Strong
Role in the Delivery of Successful
Interventions for the Entire
Continuum of Alcohol Problems

• Steps to Improve EAP Responses
to Alcohol Problems
For more information about

Ensuring Solutions, visit the Web
site or call (202) 296-6922..

REPORT AVAILABLE ON
HEALTHY WORKPLACESThe American Psychological

Association has issued a report
describing the characteristics of a
psychologically healthy work environ-
ment and highlighting the winners of
its 2003 Psychologically Healthy
Workplace Awards, which are
bestowed upon companies with inno-
vative programs and policies that
contribute to employee involvement,
family support, employee growth and
development, and health and safety.

The awards, now in their fifth
year, were granted to 15 work organi-
zations, including the following:
• DSM Desotech, an Illinois company

that was thanked by its employees
for the manner in which it handled
the process of downsizing

• Southeastern Freight Lines, which
surveys employees anonymously
and lets them review the results and
help find solutions to problems

• The California legal firm of Rogers,
Joseph, O'Donnell d~ Quinn, which
allows employees to design their
own performance reviews and eval-
uate subordinates and superiors
A description of the awards pro-

gram and a list of the 15 winners are
available free on the association's Web
site (wwwapa.org). Also available is a
report that includes these items and
describes the characteristics of a psy-
chologically health workplace. The

jouv~nczl of

°the ertise Employee Assistance

report is in pdf format and is a large
file (4.022 megabytes), so it takes time
to download.

For more information about the
awards or the report, call APA at
(202) 336-5510.

CODE OF PRACTICE TO ADDRESS
VIOLENCE AND STRESS IN
SERVICE OCCUPATIONSAs this issue of the Journal of

Employee Assistance goes to press,
the International Labour Organization
is putting the finishing touches on a
code of practice to guide employers
and workers in establishing programs
and policies to address violence and
stress in public and private service
organizations, such as schools, hospi-
tals, banks, post offices, and restau-
rants.

Although codes of practice are
voluntary, the depth and scope of the
recommendations on violence and
stress—which are being drafted by 36
experts, including 12 each represent-
ing employers and workers—make
them more likely to be used as guide-
lines for workplace initiatives. The
final code of practice will address .
violence and stress from several per-
spectives, including the following:
• The roles and responsibilities of

employers and workers in prevent-
ing violence and stress

• Conducting risk assessments and
identifying risk factors for violence
and stress

• Developing strategies to tackle vio-
lence and stress at the workplace

• Improving the work environment
• Developing policies on violence and

stress at the workplace
A copy of the draft code on

workplace violence and stress can be
downloaded from the ILO Web site,
wwwilo.org. Also available for viewing
and/or downloading is a summary of
the comments the ILO has received
on the draft. The final code of practice
will be posted as soon as it is
available. ■
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CRL'.DIT COUNSF.I:ING
T~ BFSr Sor~oN

Complimenting your EAP services

AMERICAN CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING

1%re G•edit Court.ceding.Profe~•sio~sralr

.'

Services include:
• Nationwide confidential credit counseling
• Web-based access system for account information 24/7
• Fast track system with live counselor transfer
• Extensive range of confidential enrollment options
• Interactive chat-line
• Secure .Electronic proposal and payment system
• Educational workshop sessions
• Dedicated phone line
• Bi-lingual and Deaf & HoH counselors

~ For partnership opportunities,

call 1-800-769-3571 x256
Enrollment fee waived for all participants

Email: eap@consumercredit.com
Web: www.consumercredit.com/EAP

Leading provider of ed~ic~ting cons~mlers in credit cotu~seling management

ANNOUNCEMENT: TWO GREAT EVENTS

25th Annual EAP Conference &Training Institute
Wednesday & 'Iliursday, 15"' & 161h September 2004, Dublin, Ireland

"Mazinusing Human Capital-Managing Empluyee Behavioural Impalrmenf'

We invite you to join us in Ireland to celebrate our 25'" Annual EAP Conference.

PDHs:
Professional Development Hours (PDH's) will be applied for to the Employee Assistance Certification
Commission (EACC) for the full conference. IOSH members will be able to allocate CPD points to the
course at a rite of 2 points per course day.

4'h Annual Work Life Seminar
Kilkenny, Ireland.

Tuesday 15`h June 2004.
Airline Infon~tation:
Delegates traveling to Dublin from outside of Ireland should contact any of the following airlines:

United Kingdom &Europe: Aer Lingus, Ry:u~vr, British Midl<1nd, British Airways,
Aer Arann Express, Air France, Air Portugal, Sabena, KLM, Fin Air,
Maersk Air, S.A.S.

United Stites: Aer Lingus, Continental Airlines, Delta Airlines.

Outside Europe: Many long haul airlines co~uiect to Dublin via United Kingdom and
European hubs, such ~.s Frankfurt and London.

Por further information contact:
Caroline Clhill, Co~tference Administrator,

EAP Institute, 143 Barrack St., Waterford, Ireland.

Tel: 353 ~ 51 855733, Fax: 353 + 51 879626, E-mail: e~pinstitute~deircom.net
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JAZZING UP THE PROFESSION
Finding the Harmonies...

Strengthening the Voice
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